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MSU Paducah campus
work should begin soon
Murray State University's new extended campus in Paducah
should begin construction sometime this week if the weather
allows, according to Kim Oatman, the university's chief facilities officer.
"The contracts have been signed, and, contractually, it's good
to go, but it's a matter of when they can actually get out there and
get going," Oatman said Monday.
The new building — which will replace the Crisp Center,

•See Page 2
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Daily Forecast
The Associated Plus
Tuesday: Mostly sunny.
Highs in the mid 40s. North
winds 5 to 10 mph.
Tuesday night: Mostly
clear. Lows in the upper 20s.
Northeast winds 5 mph in the

evening becoming calm after
midnight.
Wednesday: Mostly sunny.
Highs in the lower 50s.
Northeast winds 5 mph.
Wednesday night: Clear.
Lows around 30.
Thursday: Sunny. Highs in
the upper 50s.
Thursday night: Mostly
clear. Lows around 40.
Friday: Partly sunny with a
20 percent chance of showers.
Highs in the lower 60s.
Friday night: Mostly cloudy
with a 20 percent chance of
showers. Lows in the upper
40s.
Saturday: Mostly cloudy
with a 20 percent chance of
showers. Highs in the mid 60s.
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Robbery reported Sunday
at The Chase,arrest made

Foust imposes Forrester sentence
The man charged with firing several shots
into an occupied, detached garage before
allegedly barricading himself inside his own
home earlier this year was sentenced on those
charges Monday in Calloway Circuit Court.
Jamie Forrester, 29, will spend the next 20

Staff Report
A Murray man has been
charged with first-degree robbery after the Murray Police
Department received a report of
armed robbery.
According to MPD, officers
responded at approximately
11:34 p.m. Sunday to a reported

years in the custody of the Kentucky
Department of Corrections as Judge Dennis
Foust imposed four five-year sentences to be
served consecutively for each count of wanton
endangerment first degree with which Forrester
was charged in the February incident on Jones
Drive in western Calloway County. None of the
_
. ..
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WASHINGTON
AP) —
Despite early signs of robust
sales, White House economists
warned Monday that the uncertainty of a potential hike in
taxes next year for middle class
taxpayers under the looming
fiscal cliff could hurt consumer
confidence during the crucial
holiday shopping season.
In a new report that coincides
with Congress' return after the
Thanksgiving holiday, the
White House says that if lawmakers don't halt the automatic
increase in taxes for households
earning less than $250,000,

HAWKINS TEAGUE / Ledger & Times
EDUCATION GRANTS: The Murray Cable Commission held its monthly meeting at City
Hall Monday, and annual cable grants were presented to representatives with Murray
State University, the Murray Independent School District and the Calloway County
Schools, pictured here with cable commissioners and. Mayor Bill Wells. The grants are
awarded each year by Murray Electric System and Time Warner (formerly NewWave
Communications before the change in ownership earlier this year) for the educational
institutions to maintain video production equipment and facilities for use by students. The
city distributed three checks for $9,948.30 to the university and both school systems. Both
cable systems agreed to each contribute $14,922.45 for the grants.
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Threat of
tax hike
could hurt
retailers

By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer
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By JIM KUHNHENN
Associated Press

LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) - A task force aimed at overhauling
Kentucky's alcoholic-beverage regulations is preparing its report
and recommendations to Gov. Steve Beshear, but members of
the group say they are intentionally avoiding some of the larger
issues surrounding alcohol sales.
While the task force will deal with some regulations dating
back to Prohibition, the group will remain silent on state laws
that allow more liquor licenses in Louisville than elsewhere, that
close bars during elections and that prevent alcohol sales in groceries while allowing them in drug stores.
State Rep. Dennis Keene, D-Wilder, told The Courier-Journal
that alcohol is a divisive issue and the urban-rural split among
lawmakers makes it tough to pass bills related to alcohol.
"In northern Kentucky and here, we don't understand how it is
in the eastern (part of the state) and the Bible Belt - but when
you bring an alcohol bill on that House floor, it gets pretty
dicey," Keene said last month after a public hearing in
Louisville.
Wetjurisdictions in the rest of the state are limited to one package-liquor license for every 2,300 residents of a county and one
drink-liquor license for every 2,500 residents.
Among the recommendations by commission members are
that the state consolidate more than 70 types of liquor and beer
licenses and a repeal of a law that requires county liquor stores
and bars to close on the day a city or precinct holds a wet-dry
vote.
The 22-member task force will vote on committee recommen-
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Ky. court eyes Miranda rights for students
By The ASSOCIATED PRESS
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) - The Kentucky
Supreme Court is considering a case that
would require school officials to read
Miranda rights to students being questioned.
The case out of Nelson County was
argued in October and could be decided
later this month, according to The CourierJournal.
It stems from a 2009 incident in which a
teacher at Nelson County High School in
Bardstown found an empty prescription
pain pill bottle on a restroom floor with a
student's name on it.
Stephen
resource
officer
School

Campbell, an armed deputy sheriff, and should have been suppressed because he
Nelson County Assistant Principal Mike wasn't given a Miranda warning.
Glass escorted that student to Glass' office.
Miranda rights come from a 1966 U.S.
where he was questioned with the door Supreme Court decision that involved
closed.
police questioning of Ernesto Miranda in a
The student, identified only as N.C., rape and kidnapping case in Phoenix. It
admitted that he brought three pills from required officers to tell suspects they have
home because he'd had his wisdom teeth the right to remain silent and to have a
pulled and was in pain, and that he gave two lawyer represent them, even if they can't
pills to another student.
afford one.
Campbell, now Nelson County sheriff,
The U.S. Supreme Court has since ruled
charged N.C. with illegally dispensing a
that
Miranda warnings are required before
controlled substance. He was prosecuted in
interrogations for people who are in
police
juvenile court and sentenced to 45 days in '
adult jail, contingent on outcome of his
•See Page 2
appeal, in which he argues his statement

Annual Kappa
Tour of Homes
Sunday, Dec.9
By JAMIE HELTON
Special to the Ledger
he Kappa Department of
the Murray Woman's
Club will host its 32nd
annual "Homes for the
Holidays" tour on Sunday, Dec.
9, from 1-4 pm. Tickets can be
purchased in advance for $7 at
of
office
branch
any
Community Financial Services
Bank, The Murray Chamber of
Commerce or from any Kappa
member. Tickets can also be
purchased at the homes for $8
on tour day. This year's proceeds will go to the following
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Jason and Amanda Pittman, 303 North 6th Street
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•Forrester...

•Tour of Homes

really needs."

-.From Front

From Front

S..

four people inside the garage at
The case of James Sasse, 27,
the time of the shooting - all
of Calloway County was confamily members - were injured,
tinued to Jan. 14 on Monday,
it was reported.
after
Foust appointed his attor.f. Forrester's case went to trial
ney
for
the case.
Oct. 23 but ended when the
Ches
Clark will now handle
defense
and
prosecution
the
case
of Sasse, who faces
reached an agreement after one
day of testimony where charges of causing the death of
Forrester would plead guilty but Calloway County farmer Danny
mentally ill to wanton endan- Pittman in a May automobile
germent,
amended
from crash on Ky. 121 near New
attempted murder. Cheri Riedel, Concord. Sasse is charged with
Forrester's attorney, said, if reckless homicide and five
convicted, Forrester could have counts of wanton endangerment
faced a sentence of as many as for his alleged role in the crash
70 years.
that claimed the life of Pittman,
-• Riedel said she has submitted 66, seriously injured Pittman's
a motion for shock probation in
wife, Patsy, 62, and injured
the case that she hopes would
Sasse, Gerald Cowley, 42, of
give Forrester a chance to serve
New Concord and a juvenile in
at least some of the sentence in
Sasse's
vehicle.
a facility other than a state
A Calloway County grand
prison. "He becomes eligible
for shock the 30th day after jury indicted Sasse in August.
(Monday) and that period runs He is facing up to 20 years in
through the 180th day so we're prison, if convicted.
hoping we can find a place for
Individuals facing charges are
him that can provide what he innocent until proven guilty.

organizations identified by the
homeowners: Kids Against
Hunger (Fosters), Operation
Blessing (Clauds), and Junior
Achievement (Pitmans). The
Kappa Department will donate
to the organizations in the
homeowners' honor to thank
them for participating in the
tour.
From old medicine bottles, to
antique sewing machines, to a
mother's chair, the three homes
on the tour this year give a nod
to the past and are full of history and charm.

Ron and Lashlee Foster, 2104 Spindietop Mire

Janice and Ken Claud, 90 King Richard Drive

II Miranda rights...
"must look into a crystal ball
and predict, 'This could lead to
custody, which is defined as
criminal charges, I have to
when a reasonable person would
think he cannot end the ques- Mirandize this child," said
Wayne Young, executive directioning and leave.
Defending the conviction, tor of the Kentucky Association
Special Prosecutor John S. of School Administrators.
Kelley said that N.C. admitted
"If a crime is being committed
giving away the pills during the
in
school, if somebody is handfirst minute that he was quesing
out pain medication, I don't
tioned.
think
we should be troubled
Kelley, an assistant Nelson
County attorney, said that the with constitutional niceties," he
"case at hand was simply a added,
school administrator looking
But
Rebecca
Ballard
into a pbssible violation of a
DiLoreto,
litigation
director
for
school policy" (a rule bars stuthe
Kentucky-based
Children's
dents from carrying prescription
drug!)"and not an investigation Law Center, said principals rouof cnrnirtal activity.'
tinely "orchFstrate"_triza"s
'the.Itekoiti ton* Iiii,entit tions with police tgf
court overruled N.C.'s motion to
rosecution of studeltbs,
e 1-salting
suppressf.Tutding that he wastrit
CI it Zinbr fair that they
warned
in custody and that Campbell
was just a witness. - The of their right to remain silent
Kentucky Court of Appeals and obtain counsel.
refused to hear the case.
School safety experts, includBut the state high court's deci- ing Jon Akers, the director of
sion comes after the U.S.
the state Center for School
Supreme Court held 5-4 last
year in a case from North Safety at Eastern Kentucky
Carolina that a child's age must University, said principals
be considered in determining should step aside when students
whether he has a right to a are suspected of criminal conMiranda warning.
duct.
The Kentucky Department of
"It is always cleaner when law
Education has taken no position
on the N.C. case, said spokes- enforcement handles that," said
Akers, former principal at
woman Lisa Gross.
Opponents of requiring the Lexington's Byran Station and
warnings in school say adminis- Dunbar high schools, who
trators have more important
denied that principals in
things to do"
Simple investigations would Kentucky intentionally collabobe hamstrung and schools rate with police to evade
would be less safe if principals Miranda requirements.

From Front

JOHN WRIGHT / Ledger & limes
Jamie Forrester (left) stands with his attorney, Cheri Riedel,
Monday morning in Calloway Circuit Court in Murray. Judge
Dennis Foust imposed four five-year sentences to be served
_consecutively, for wanton endangerment charges related to a
February shooting incident in western Calloway County.

•Recommendations...
From Front
,flations Dec. 13 and send them
to Beshear.
Public Protection Cabinet
Secretary Bob Vance called the
recommendations "a first step"
and a "trial balloon."
"T"he more we try to include,
the more we increase the probability of not getting something
rssed," Vance said
The recommendations come
just months after U.S. District
Judge John Heybum 11 ruled
that Kentucky's law allowing
alcohol sales at gas stations and
drug stores but not groceries is
pnconstitutional because there's
Sio justification for allowing
prug stores that carry groceries
sell wine and liquor while
mthng it at a pharmaceutical[ling grocery store.
Enforcement of the ruling is
hold, however, while it is
aled by both the state and a
m Kentucky liquor store.
Vance said the issue is outside
scope of the committee's

work.
Currently, an alcohol vote in a
precinct or city stops alcohol
sales in an entire county on the
day of the election.
"The precinct thing is important because ... that does have a
significant
impact,"
said
Distillers' Association President
Eric Gregory. "But were obviously still very supportive of
repealing the prohibition of
alcohol sales on election days."
The task force's licensing
committee is seeking to streamline the more than 70 different
types of licenses for the more
tha n 13,000 alcoholic beverage
licenses held by manufacturers,
distributors and retailers.
The task force's goal is a balancing act "to make it a little bit
easier for the retailers out there
and the public," Keene said. "...
We have a responsibility to
make sure that the public's protected too, so it's a fine line. You
can't make it so easy that you
hurt the public."

•MSU campus...
From Front
MSU's current Paducah campus
— broke ground in May 2012.
Oatman said the bid for the project went to A & K Construction
in Padcuah and came in at

Strappedfor holiday dough?
The Murray Bank can help with a Christmas Club
Account. All you do is deposit a little each month and
leave the rest to us. We will pay you interest and when
the holidays roll around next year, we'll send you a
check. Easy as pie. Open yours today!

Th
y Bank
muhli
How Banking Should Be
405 S. 12th St. & 703 N. 12th St.
Murray. KY 42071
270-753-5626
www.themurraybank.com

$8,066,200. Paducah architectural firm Peck Flannery Gream
Warren Inc., or PFGW, started
the design work in January
2012. Oatman said the project is
planned for completion in
December 2013.

T

Ron and Lashlee Foster
2104 Spindletop Drive
Built in 1996, Ron and
Lashlee Foster's home is a onelevel beauty that is perfect for
this couple who are fortunate to
have their children, Scott and
Leslie, as well as four grandchildren, living in Murray. This
comfortable home where the
family can gather is layered
with inherited pieces, family
treasures, and items Lashlee
picked because she liked them.
She defines her style as,"a little
country, French, and Chinese,"
and this eclectic style creates an
interesting and thoughtful home
. A treasured fruit-filled dough
bowl from Lashlee's greatgrandmother sits front and center on the table in the French
country kitchen, and a whimsical collection of animals can be
found on tabletops throughout
the home.The great room with a
fireplace and large windows is
all about family and nesting.
Their son Scott's as well as
grandchildren's artwork is
proudly displayed there, and an
inherited tobacco basket will
hold a wreath to announce the
holidays. Two chairs in the master bedroom have special meaning to Lashlee. One is her mother's chair that sits at the end of
bed, and the other is one that
the
Janice and Ken Claud
daughter Leslie beautifully
90 King Richard Drive
Ken and Janice Claud have reupholstered as her first upholalways liked older homes; how- stery project. Lashlee's signaever, in 2009 they decided to ture color is red and can be
build a spacious Craftsman- found in every room which
style home and have filled it gives the Fosters a head-start
with vintage and family treas- with holiday decorating. The
ures. The home features tran- tree in the great room will be
som windows repeated over the filled with ornaments representinterior French doors that lead ing all members of the family.
the eye up to high ceilings. One Santas will be tucked in here
family treasure is evident right and there, and you just might
at the curb with a 100 year old find an animal or two with a fesiron fence in the circular tive bow. An extensive Carolers
flowerbed. Originally bordering Collection will be on display in
an old school in Columbus, the lovely red dining room. The
Kentucky, the fence was Fosters have created not only
removed due to flooding and the perfect home for the holiwas rescued by Ken's grandfa- days but all year round.

Memphis teen a double
ace on entrance exams
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We hope everyone had as blessed a Thanksgiving as we did. What a
wonderful day spent with family. So many guests and the food was
great! We all felt the need for a nap. We have had a very full November
calendar. We are now looking forward to our many Christmas programs and singers. Our December calendar is filling up fast We may
need more sweets to keep our energy! Now we will start decorating
for Christmas. I know to keep me going strong I could use another
caramel double espresso latte!!!
Peggy Byczynski
Activity Director
Our December Jackpot Winners are:
Shirley Kelso, Robert Bowden & Wanda Lomprey
a
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Jason and Amanda Pittman
303 North 6th Street
Striking navy blue siding,
crisp white trim, and welldesigned landscaping make
Jason and Amanda Pittman's
1935 home a showstopper, and
the white ceramic pig sitting
proudly on the porch provides a
touch of whimsy. Originally
owned by the Wallis family of
Wallis Drug Store, the home
was sold and fell into disrepair
during the 1990s. Purchasing
the house at the courthouse in
2006, the Pittmans began a
major restoration that included
new floors, windows, walls, and
a reconstructed open floor plan.
The original mantel and brick
chimney were preserved as well
as the arched entry that was
replicated in additional archways. Also preserved was a
basement bomb shelter that now
serves as a storm shelter. The
kitchen was relocated, and the
old kitchen became a lounge
area. New French doors in the
dining room and master bedroom open to a large deck that is
perfect for entertaining. A repurposed sideboard is now an
island in the open kitchen, and a
vintage china cabinet holds
medicine bottles from the old
drug store . A medicine label
cabinet also from the store is
displayed on top. An eye-catching gallery wall in the lounge
.reaisfa1lcdwith &armed
posters that hold special meaning to the
couple. A sophisticated color
palette reflects the chic style of
__this young couple. Jason said
this restoration could not have
been possible without the assistance of his parents, Sammy and
Dora. They took a diamond in
the rough and polished it to perfection. This home will sparkle
for the holidays with an abundance of trees including a gold
silver one, another with candy
canes, and even a chef's tree
complete with kitchen utensils.

ther. Ken's carpentry skills can
be found in handsome cabinets
in the study and living room
along with furniture throughout
the home. Warm hardwood
floors complement the autumnal
colors used throughout the
home. A quilter, Janice has a
cozy sewing spot on the only
second-floor room where she
keeps the two sewing machines
she inherited from her grandmothers. Her great-grandmother's machine dates back to the
early 1900s. Janice has also
inherited family quilts which
dress the beds in the guest
rooms. Ken's grandmother's
110 year old glass cake stand
that survived a 1918 cyclone is
now safely tucked away in the
china cabinet in the warm and
inviting dining room. The
'Clauds will be ready for the holidays with numerous trees that
include one filled with Santas
from Janice's extensive collection, and additional Santas will
also be displayed around the
house . Another special tree is
one decked out in ornaments
representing the couple's twenty-five years of marriage. The
phrase "May Our Home Be
Warm and Our Friends Many"
over the fireplace perfectly
describes this home and the couple who lives here.
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MEMPHIS,Tenn.(AP) — A
junior at a Memphis school has
achieved a perfect score on a
second college entrance exam.
The
to
According
Commercial Appeal, 17-yearold Keyuree Satam scored
2,400 on the SAT this fall. The
year before, Satam had aced the
ACT test.
The student at Lausanne
Collegiate School said she was
shocked by her results. English
teacher Brenda Robinette was
not surprised. Robinette said
her student is not only naturally
gifted, but sets specific goals
and works toward them with
great focus and determination.
Satam also tutors younger
students, volunteers at an
Alzheimer's day care center
and runs or plays tennis for an
hour each day.
She plans to become a
researcher.
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Funeral services for Linda R. Richerson, 73, of Dexter, Ky., will
be held Tuesday. Nov. 27, 2012, at 11 a.m. at the J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home with the Rev. Carl Butler and David Little officiating.
Burial will follow in the Bell City Cemetery. Visitation was held
Monday, Nov. 26, 2012,from 5-8 p.m. at the J.H. Churchill Funeral
Home.
Mrs. Richerson died Saturday, Nov. 24, 2012, at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Born Oct. 21, 1939, in Bell City, Graves County,
AO.
she was a member of the Dexter Baptist Church. a
former cook for a riverboat, and a previous coowner and operator of Rudy's in Murray.
In addition to her patents, 'Thomas and Ruby
Kirks Nance,she was preceded in death by her husband, Glenn Richerson; one sister, Rita Varble; and
one brother, Larry Nance.
Richerson
She is survived by one daughter, Denise Dumas
Brandon and husband, Roger Dale, of Dexter; two
sons, Rickey Dwain Dumas and wife, Marilyn, and Dickey Lee
Dumas, all of Dexter; one sister, Peggy Wilkerson, of Murray; one
brother, Bobby Nance and wife, Karen, of Midland Texas; four
grandchildren, Valerie Cunningham, of Hardin, Taylor Dumas,
Zachary Carter and Codey Dumas, all of Dexter; and three greatgrandchildren.
Online condolences can be left at www.thejhchurchillfuneralhome.com. Arrangements are being handled by the J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home.

Kentucky
Judd's grandmother
skeptical of Senate run News in Brief

By ROGER ALFORD
Associated Press
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) Polly Judd is skeptical of talk
that her famous granddaughter,
actress Ashley Judd, might run
for U.S. Senate in Kentucky as a
Democratic challenger to
Republican Leader Mitch
McConnell.
"I don't think there's any possibility of that happening," the
85-year-old grandmother of
Ashley and her singer sister,
Wynonna, told The Associated
Press in a telephone interview
last week from her home in the
northeastern Kentucky city of
Ashland.
Polly Judd, a political activist
in Ashland where she once
served on the city commission,
praised McConnell, Kentucky's
longest serving U.S. senator.
"I think Mitch has done more
for Ashland than anybody else
who has been in there," she said.
"That means a lot. He's been
here personally, and we don't
Major Jim Osborne with MN) always get that from politicians
said Monday night that he could
who represent us."
not confirm any additional
Ashley Judd, who has starred
details in the case at this time in such movies as "Kiss the
because the investigation is still Girls," "Double Jeopardy,"
continuing.
"Where the Heart Is," and "High
Individuals are innocent until Crimes," hasn't ruled out a
proven guilty.
Senate run. The former
Kentuckian said in a statement
earlier this month that she's
"very honored" to be mentioned
as a potential candidate.
set during the administration of
Her publicist said last week
President George W. Bush and
nothing has changed since the
• restore higher tax rates in place
original statement was released.
during President Bill Clinton's
"I cherish Kentucky, heart and
administration when the econosoul, and while I'm very honmy was robust and the federal
ored by the consideration, we
government had a budget surhave just finished an election, so
plus.
let's focus on coming together to
keep moving America's famiMany middle income taxpaylies, and especially our kids,forers also would be exposed to
ward," Ashley Judd said in the
automatic tax increases under
the Alternative Minimum Tax, original statement.
in
Ashley
Judd
lives
which is designed to guarantee a
Tennessee and would have to recertain level of tax payment by
wealthier taxpayers.
According to the report, a
married couple earning between
$50,000 and $85,000 with two
children would see a $2,200
increase in their taxes.
Obama wants the Bush-era tax
By The ASSOCIATED PRESS
rates to remain at their current
BOWLING GREEN, Ky.
level for households earning
less than $250,000. He is calling (AP)- Several Kentucky manufacturers say they plan tn add
on Congress to increase taxes
new jobs next year.
for families earning more than
that threshold.
The Daily News in Bowling
Obama's plan is part of an
Green reports the Kentucky
overall deficit reduction packAssociation of Manufacturers
age that would increase tax revWage and Benefits Survey
enue by about $1.5 trillion and
found that 52 percent of manureduce spending by a similar
facturers who responded have
amount over 10 years.
plans to hire up to )9 workers in
Congressional Republicans, 2013.
led by Boehner, have said they
The survey is sponsored by the
are open to including discusAssociation
of
Kentucky
sions about additional revenue
Manufacturers and the state
but have balked at any plan that
Workforce
Education and
raises tax rates on the wealthy.
Cabinet's
Development
They argue that the higher rates
Department of Workforce
would also hit some small busiInvestment. More than 184
economic
nesses, stifling
manufacturers that have more
growth.
than 68,000 workers responded
Instead, they have advocated
to the questions. Kentucky had
changes in the tax code that
217,338 workers in its manufacwould eliminate tax breaks and
loopholes that primarily benefit
the wealthy. Several key
Republican lawmakers have
also said they would not be
bound by a no-tax-increase
pledge that they have adhered to
in the past.
House Majority Leader Eric
Cantor said Monday the
urgency of finding solutions
intensifies as the end of the year
approaches.
Be Red Cross Ready
"If we don't do anything, on
Jan. 1, 2013, there's a lot more
American
tr Red Cross
people paying a lot more," the
Virginia Republican said on
MSNBC.

•Robbery reported...
From Front
armed robbery at The Chase
Apartments
in
Murray.
Janawski Davis, 18, of Murray,
was later arrested and charged
with one count of robbery in the
first degree.

•Threat, tax hike...
From Front
consumers might even curtail
their shopping during the current holiday season.
"As we approach the holiday
season, which accounts for
close to one-fifth of industry
sales, retailers can't afford the
threat of tax increases on middle-class families," the report by
President Barack Obama's
National Economic Council and
his Council of Economic
Advisers says.
The report comes as official
Washington dives back into
negotiations on how to avoid tax
hikes and deep spending cuts
scheduled to begitt thltingetffect
Jan. 1.
White House and congressional leadership aides said
Obama spoke separately with
House Speaker John Boehner
Democratic
Senate
and
Majority Leader Harry Reid
over the weekend. The aides
would not reveal details of the
conversations. Obama last met
with the bipartisan congressional leadership to discuss the fiscal cliff on Nov. 16. No new
meetings have been announced.
Meanwhile, the stock market
edged lower in the morning as
the outcome of the budget talks
remained inconclusive.
Retailers such as Macy's,
Target and Saks were down in
early trading, amid fears that
consumers might cut back this
season. But the National Retail
Federation reported earlier that
247 million shoppers visited
stores and shopping websites
during the long Thanksgiving
weekend, up 9 percent from a
year ago. They spent an average
of $423, up 6 percent.
The White House report also
says a sudden increase in taxes
for middle-income taxpayers
would reduce consumer spending in 2013 by nearly $200 billion, significantly slowing the
economic recovery.
The figures echo estimates by
private forecasters and by the
Congressional Budget Office.
Congress and Obama have
until the end of the year to avoid
across the board tax increases
that would do away with rates
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avil War program scheduled at LBL
GOLDEN POND, Ky.(AP)- A Civil War program featuring an
1862 farm family and a Confederate encampment is being held at
Land Between The Lakes National Recreation Area on Dec. 8.
"Civil War Comes to The Homeplace" will be held from 10 a.m.
to 4 p.m. CST at The Homeplace, a living history farm on the
Tennessee portion of Land Between The Lakes.
The program includes a theater production presented by historian Karel Lea Biggs on the civilian experience in Middle
Tennessee called "Happy Thing to be Obscure: Women and
Civilians in Occupied Middle Tennessee."
For more information, visit http://www.lbl.org or call (800)
LBL-7077.

Former bar celebrating anniversary as church
HAZARD, Ky.(AP)- In places where people used to sing
drinking songs, patrons now sing hymns.
The Gospel Light Baptist Church in Hazard is preparing to celebrate its anniversary of holding services in what used to be TES
Hillbilly Palace Bar.
Pastor Chris Fugate told WYMT-TV in Hazard that he is thankful the church is in the old saloon because the building has been
transformed.
Within just one year, the church has seen nearly 400 people in
attendance, and over 100 people baptized.
The church will celebrate the anniversary next Sunday with a
special service and lunch inside the building once known for
liquor but now known for love.

Fort Campbell museum adds to collection
FORT CAMPBELL, Ky.(AP)-A set of pillow shams and copies of the military newspaper Stars and Stripes dating from
World War I and World War II are now part of the collection at
.r- •
Don F. Pratt Museum at Fort Campbell.
The Kentucky New Era reports that Kathy Kozlins4df St. Claii
Shores, Mich., donated pillow shams from Camp Claiborne, La.,
where the 101st Airborne Division (Air Assault) first activated
during World War II.
"The shams came from one of Kozlinski's friends whose f
served in World War H.
Kentucky Department of the American Legion Auxiliary
m
.
l
i
President Jane McKnight donated several bound copies of the •
itary newspaper Stars and Stripes, including issues from Feb. 8,
1918, to June 13, 1919, and from Sept. 1,1944, to Feb. 28,1945.

Missing teen shows up at hospital
HYDEN, Ky.(AP)-A teenager who had been missing for al
nearly two weeks is safely home.
WYMT-TV in Hazard reported 17-year-old Austin Deaton canj
to Mary Breckinridge Hospital in Hyden early Monday morning""
and said he was ready to go home. The station reported the youtt
was not injured.
The 17-year-old disappeared Nov. 11 while his family was visiting in Hazard. There was no immediate indication why he left.

Mammoth Cave showing off new center
MAMMOTH CAVE, Ky.(AP)- Mammoth Cave National
Park has completed its Visitor center tiits&Vation and ithllat instaflation and is inviting the public to take a look.
•
An open house is scheduled for 3:30 p.m. to 5 p.m. CST
Tuesday.
The park says Phase I cost$6 million. provided from park fees,
turing sector as of March,
and
included
demolition
of
the
administrative
building to make
according to the workforce
lobby, information desk, ticket sales and restway
for
a
large
investment department.
rooms.
The Kentucky Association of
Phase II cost $10.4 million and was paid for through the
Manufacturers says companies
American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009. The rest of the
use information gathered in the
old building was stripped down then rebuilt for exhibits, office
survey to assess wages and
space and book sales.
ensure they are competitive.
The work was done under Leadership in Energy and
"We use this to help our existEnvironmental Design guidelines, with officials hoping die fin- "
ing companies look at where
ished project will receive gold-level certification as a sustainable,
they fit in comparison with other
"green" building.
manufacturers in the state in
terms of wages and benefits,"
said Jessica Thompson, spokeswoman for the Bowling Green
1001 Whitnell Ave.
Area Chamber of Commerce,
Murray. KY 42071-1040
which encouraged companies to
Phone (270) 753-1916
participate.
Fax (270) 753-1927
She said 22 companies from
Mon. - Fri. 8:00 a.m.- 5:00 p.m.
of
Area
River
Barren
the
Closed Sat. & Sun.
Development District, which
Murray-Calloway
Alice Rouse, Publisher
includes 10 counties, turned in
County
aj.rouse0murrayledger.com
answers to the questionnaire.
Mar Gift Matters!

Survey: Manufacturers
plan to hire next year

This magnificent custom built home boasts five bedroom, all
with en suite bathrooms! This amazing open floor plan features a luxunous master suite with steam shower and whirlpool
tub 89 welt as a screened porch. Living room features coffered
ceilings and the kitchen is perfect for entertaining with double
oven. in-counter refrigerator, commercial range and ventilanon. and much more! Whole-home vacuum system as well as
a concrete storm room are rust a few of the extra amenities to
enjoy Truly a must see'

Michael
SI,mger

establish a residence in
Kentucky before she could challenge McConnell in his 2014 reelection bid.
No Democrats have stepped
forward
to
challenge
McConnell, a political powerhouse who already has $6.8 million in the bank for his re-election.
In 2008, McConnell won reelection to a fifth term and
became Kentucky's longestserving senator. McConnell
spent some $20 million on his
last election, beating Democrat
Bruce Lunsford, a wealthy
Kentucky businessman, by 6
percentage points.
He has been a fierce critic of
President Barack Obama and
said early in Obama's first term
that his top priority was to make
sure the president wasn't reelected.
Ashley Judd is a regular at
University of Kentucky basketball games and the Kentucky
Derby. She is married to threetime Indianapolis 500 winner
Dario Franchitti and is a regular
spectator at that race.
Polly Judd said her granddaughter enjoys traveling to
races with her husband, and that
serving in the Senate would
make that difficult.
Polly Judd, mother of country
music singer Naomi Judd, said
she expects her granddaughter
would be especially strong
among college-age voters in
Kentucky, a state that typically
votes Republican in federal
elections.
"She's a Hollywood liberal,"
Polly Judd said of her granddaughter. "It would be interesting to see what type of race she
would run."

See this house and many more
at wvvvv.tabgproperty.cam
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+ 16.86
Apple
AT&T, Inc. ..............---33.91 0.45
.0.14
BB&T
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Bank of
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Bristol Myers Squibb .....32.68 + 0.06
Caterpillar...._84.64 + 0.48
Chevron Texaco Corp ....104.90 • 0.57
48.01 • 0.08
Daimler Chrysler
16 81 - 0.16
Dean Foods
034
Exxon-Mobil.....
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Ford Motor
21.04General Electric
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Storytime
to be held
Special to the Ledger
The Calloway County Public
Library will hold a Christmas
storytime Wednesday. Dec. 5,
from 10:30-11:30 a.m. in the
library meeting room.
The program will feature
music performances by the
Music Department of the
Murray Woman's Club, stories
by story tellers Pete Lancaster
and Bob Valentine and a visit
from Santa. Children of all ages
are invited to attend.
No registration is required and
the event is free. For more information contact Sandy Linn at
753-2288 or sandy.linn@callowaycountylibrary.org

Rea speaks
to NBSG
Special to the Ledger
Julie Rea was the recent
speaker for New Beginnings
Support
Group.
Oct.
13,
1997, her 10year old son,
Joel,
was
stabbed
to
death in the
middle of the
night by an
intruder. The
Rea
crime shocked
the
small
town
of
Lawrenceville, Ill.
"Have confidence in God's
ability to keep working in your
life," she said. "We as
Christians need to follow the
call of Christ to do our part to
help those who are hurting in
our world."
The next meeting will be
held Saturday. Dec. 1, at 6:30
p.m. at Westside Baptist
Church, Murray. Jerry Williams
will be the speaker. Meetings
are open to the public.

Humane Society's
auction now underway
The Humane Society of Calloway
County's online auction is underway. Visit
www.ForThePets.org and follow the link to
the auction, of which more than 90 items are
up for bid. Items include autographed football cleats donated by a Tennessee Titan, gift
certificates, handmade wall quilt, handmade
baby quilt, hand braided collars and leashes,
jewelry, home decor, dog toys and handmade
art whirligigs. Bidding closes at 9 p.m.
Datebook folk
CST Saturday, Dec. 1. For more information
Jessica Morris,
call 759-1884 or email humanesociety@murCommunity
ray-ky.net.
editor

Winter book sale to be held
Photo provided
CARING FOR OTHERS AWARD: Woodmen of the World Lodge 138 recently presented a
"Caring for Others" award to Milcaylen Evans for her generosity to Need Line. For her eleventh
birthday, she asked friends and relatives to bring donations for Need Line instead of gifts for
herself. Pictured back row, from left, are Kyle Evans, father; Shawn Hale, Billy "Bucky" Erwin,
Barry Newsome and Michael Burgdolf, WOW field representatives; and Calloway County
Middle School Counselor Mickey Garrison. Front row from left, are Amy Turner, principle; Kim
Evans, mom; Evans and lodge 138 member Ann Spann.

New Bethel campus now open
Special to the Ledger
PARIS, Tenn., — With the
opening of the Bethel University
campus within the Henry
County
Medical
Center
Diagnostic Center. potential students have more educational
options than earning a degree in
healthcare.
David Jackson, operations
manager for Bethel University's
College of Professional Studies,
said that the school plans to
open at least one classroom to
non-traditional students seeking
to complete a bachelor's degree
in
Management
and
Organizational Development.
With the first class slated to
begin Feb. 26, 2013, Jackson
said the Success Program should
prove popular with adult learners throughout the area.
"Classes will meet just one
night per week, allowing those

who lead busy lives to balance
their personal, professional and
academic goals," he said.
Applicants must have at least
30 hours of previous college
credif to enroll, he said, adding
that the program is perfect for
those who want to finish up their
degree after putting their academic dreams on hold.
"A bachelor's degree in management can be applied to nearly every occupation, and no
matter what you hope to
achieve, you'll find it applicable
to your goals."
Kelly Sanders-Kelley, vice
president of the College of
Professional Studies and a
native of Paris, Tenn., sees the
new campus as a boon to residents.
"Now that we're right in the
heart of Paris, it's a great opportunity to complete a degree in a

Special to the Ledger
Dr. Katherine Taken Smith,
assistant professor of marketing
in the Bauernfeind College of
Business at Murray State
University was recently honored
with a Distinguished Research
award by the Academy of
Marketing Studies for her
research on marketing of environmentally-friendly products.
She received the award for her
"Millennials'
paper,
Green
Interpretations
of
Terminology," which she presented at the International
Conference of the Allied
Academies in October in Las
Vegas, Nev.
Smith has conducted a number
of studies regarding Millennials,
also called Generation Y. The
Photo provided
term "Millennials" refers to the
generation born between 1981 Dr. Katherine Taken Smith received the Academy of
and 1994."A problem for many Marketing Studies Distinguished Research award from Dr.
companies is that their market- Jim Carland, conference chair.
ing strategies aimed at the envi- tant because this generation ate better messages."
Two terms commonly used
ronmentally conscious con- prefers buying from companies
sumer are not communicating that are environmentally friend- today are "green" and "ecosuccessfully," Smith noted. ly. Understanding how con- friendly." Millennials attribute
"Communicating effectively to sumers are interpreting termi- multiple meanings to each of
Millennials is especially impor- nology can help marketers cre- these terms,energy conservation

location that is convenient for
local residents, as well as those
who live in Camden, Dresden,
or Murray, Ky.," she said."New
students will have the comfort
of being with other adult learners, and the benefit of a rigorous, relevant curriculum."
The new location also reflects
the growth of the program, and
its popularity among those seeking to improve and expand their
opportunities.
"Ten years ago, folks could
probably get by with an associate's degree," said Bethel
Success recruiter Matthew
Cady."Today, you really need at
least a bachelor's to stay competitive. Our accelerated format
makes earning that degree faster
and more convenient than ever."
For more information, visit
www.bethelsuccess.net or call
Cady at (731)415-1417.

•o. •
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and nonpolluting being major
descriptions. The terms "recycled" and "biodegradable" are
much less ambiguous with 90
percent of Millennials agreeing
upon the meanings. A surprising
finding was that almost half of
Millennials interpret "nature
friendly" to mean that there was
no unethical treatment of animals in the making of the product. Smith points out that the
"green movement" is growing
stronger with major companies,
such as Clorox and Kellogg's,
which are making green products more economical, accessible and better quality.
Smith teaches consumer
behavior and promotion management. Her research articles
have appeared in academic journals such as Business Horizons,
Journal of Consumer Marketing
and the Journal of Strategic
Marketing. She serves on five
journal editorial boards. She has
co-authored several books and
has made presentations at professional meetings in the U.S.
and abroad.
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The Calloway County Public Library will host its Winter Book
Sale Saturday, Dec. 1,from 11:30 a.m. to 4 p.m. in the library meeting room.The sale will feature books, magazines and movies. Select
remainders will be sold just inside the main library Sunday. Dec. 2.
through Tuesday, Dec. 4.

Concerned Taxpayers to meet
The Concerned Taxpayer of Calloway County (The Tea Party)
will feature the program "Teaching Middle School and High School
Kids Entrepreneurship after School- by Robin Tabor with the Jr.
Achievement Program in western Kentucky at 6 p.m. Thursday,
Nov. 29, at the Murray-Calloway County Public Library on Main
Street, according to Dan Walker, program chairman. The public is
invited to attend.

Pictun
Umste
place.
Job In.

DivorceCare meetings held Wednesdays
DivorceCare is a special weekly seminar and support group for
people who are separated or divorced. DivorceCare For Kids is a
weekly support group for children ages 5-12 who needs help dealing with the separation or divorce of their parents. Meetings are at
Elm Grove Baptist Church,6483 St. Rt. 94 East, beginning at 6 p.m.
every Wednesday. Call 293-2509 for more information.

Overeaters Anonymous to meet
Overeaters Anonymous,a 12-step recovery group for all types of
eating problems, meets each Thursday from 1:30-2:30 p.m. at Christ
Methodist Church. 1322 W. Broadway, Mayfield. For more information call Marcia at (270) 247-7414 or Jim at (270)623-8850.

Applications now accepted
- Need Line will be accepting applications for the Christmas Food
Baskets Tuesday, Nov. 27, Wednesday, Nov. 28 and Friday. Nov. 30,
from 10:30 a.m. to 2 p.m. at the office, located at 638 South Fourth
St., Murray. Applicants must live in Murray or Calloway County
and bring proof of residency and proof of income for all members
of the household.

Journey with Jackie and CFSB
Journey with Jackie and CFSB to see The Rockettes in Nashville.
Tenn., Saturday, Dec. 1. The bus leaves at 8 a.m. from Benton
Banking Center and will return at 9 p.m. Tickets are available but
seating is limited. Call (270) 527-4669 for tickets or information.

Poinsettia sale underway
The. 18th annual Calloway County Homemakers Poinsettia Sale
is now underway. Plants will be available for pickup Dec.6-7,at the
First United Methodist Church. Delivery is available. Plants come in
two sizes: a 6 1/2 inch pot with up to seven blooms and five colors;
and an 8 1/2 inch pot with 15-20 blooms and four colors. Proceeds
from the sale will go toward funding the organization for the year.
For more information call the Calloway County Extension Office at
753-1452 or Judy Stabler at 753-7387.

31

MAG events offered monthly
The Murray Art Guild's Gallery, 500 North Fourth St., holds
exhibitions of current art works, workshops and classes on a monthly basis. The Guild is open Tuesday through Friday from 10 a.m. to
3 p.m. and by appointment. For more information on events,contact
the office at murrayartguild@murray-ky.net or 753-4059.

Angel alert issued
The Calloway County Family Resource Center is in need of a
working vehicle to be donated for a family consisting of a single
mother with three school age children. Call Michelle Hansen at 7627333.

UDC to meet Wednesday
The J.N. Williams Chapter 805, United • Daughters of the
Confederacy will meet Wednesday. Nov. 28, at 10 a.m. at the
Murray Transit Building. Sara Dixon will give the program on
"Mourning During the Civil War." For more information call Lacy
McGregor at 227-1339.

CUBS meeting set for Wednesday
Calloway United Benevolent Services will meet Wednesday.
Nov.28,at noon at Glendale Road Church of Christ. Aaron Dail will
give an update/ overview of the Get Connected initiative. Attendees
will have an opportunity to share news of upcoming events and
activities. For information call Donna Herndon at(270) 293-8780.

Angel alert issued
The Calloway Middle Youth Family Resource Center is in need
of a washer and dryer for a parent. Call 762-7355,extension 218 or
217 to donate.

'Tour of Homes'set
The Kappa Department of the Murray Woman's Club invites the
public to the 32nd annual Tour of Homes, to be held Sunday. Dec.
9,from 1:30-4 p.m. This year's homes will be Jason and Amanda
Pittman,Janice and Ken Claud and Ron and Lashlee Foster. Tickets
are $7,or $8 the day of the event and may be purchased from any
Kappa member,the Murray Chamber of Commerce,CFSB or at the
door.

'Furniture for Families' needed
The Gentry House is seeking donations of gently or slightly used
furniture or appliances for families who are living in their transitional shelter. Also needed are trac phones. Representatives will pick
items up, if needed. Receipts of donations for tax purposes will also
be provided. To donate items, contact Wendy or Michael at 7616802 or thegentryhouse@gmail.com.

Senior Citizens invited to stop by center
Persons 60 or older are invited to stop by the Senior Citizen center, located in the Weaks Community Center. 607 Poplar St..
Murray. The center offers Meals on Wheels,congregate meals,education opportunities, health promotions,exercise classes,transportation, information and referrals, entertainment and more. For more
information call 753-0929.
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Pictured above is the Ag Sales Team of Megan Harper, Ian
Umstead, Jesse Vaught and Kayla Grady, who took first
place. Below is Senior Rachel Ross, who placed first in the
Job Interview Contest.
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Special to the Ledger
On Tuesday, Nov. 20, the
Calloway County High School
FFA Chapter claimed two
more regional championships.
Making the FFA chapter three
for three in regional competitions this year.
Senior, Rachel Ross placed
1st in the Job Interview
Contest. Meanwhile, the Ag
Sales Team of Megan Harper,
Ian Umstead, Jesse Vaught,
and Kayla Grady also placed
1st. That marks the 10th consecutive win for Calloway
County FFA in that annual
regional contest.
A total of nine CCHS students have qualified for state
competitions already this
school year. In a previous
report submitted by David
Dowdy, Calloway County's
public relations coordinator,
Calloway County FFA joined
more than 55,000 student
members of FFA and their
teachers from throughout the
U.S., Puerto Rico and the
Virgin Islands at the 85th
National FFA Convention in
Indianapolis, Ind.
The Calloway County delegation included five state
champion teams/individuals
set for national competition.
Results from Indianapolis
included:
10th in
• Ag Sales Team
the nation (gold rating)
Team
•
Floriculture
llth in the nation (gold rating)
• Forest Products and
Management
(gold rating)
• Livestock Judging Team
19th in the nation (silver rating)
• Parliamentary Procedure
Team (bronze rating)
The chapter advisors for
Calloway County FFA are
Jacob Falwell and Bill
Sampson.

30th annual MSU Open
Chess Tournament held
By Wayne Bell
Professor Emeritus
Murray State University
players from
, Forty-one
Kentucky and Tennessee played
in the 30th annual MSU Open
Chess Tournament, which was
held in the Curtis Center on the
University
State
Murray
Campus Nov. 10, 2012.
The Open section was won by
Justin Arnold 4-0, a graduate of
Murray High School and
Murray State.
Second Place went to Josiah
Hereford, a 9th grader who is
home schooled in Murray, the
class B prize went to Jose
Singson III of Clarksville, Tenn.
and the final class prize went to
Jake Zimmerer of Western
Kentucky University.
The Amateur section was won
by Coleman Foster 3S- .5, a
Sophomore from Crittenden
County High School. The under
1000 rating prize went to
Nathan Weber of Murray
Middle School. The under 800
prize went to Alex Thome, a
Murray home schooler and the
under 600 prize went to
Suzanne Mancil, the chess
Gray
Potter
of
coach
Elementary School in Bowling
Green.
The Scholastic Novice section
was won by Matthew Spannuth
4-0 from Crittenden County
Middle School. Second in the
middle school category was
Gage Moore from Crittenden,
third was Jackson Hale from
Calloway County Middle
School and 4th was Clay
Stevens from Crittenden. The
high school category was won
by Benjamin Tucker of
Crittenden County High School.
The Primary section was won
by Nickolas Holcomb of

Murray and second went to
Dennon Wilson of Crittenden.
The Elementary section was
won by Mason Lu of Murray
and second place went to Skyler
James of Crittenden.
The Scholastic Beginner section was won by Elliott Russell
4-0 of Crittenden, who was also
first in the Primary category.
Second was Caleb Cauley of
Murray, third was Evan
McDowell of Crittenden and
fourth was Connor Blalock of
Murray.
The Elementary category was
won by Hayden Holcomb of
Murray Middle. Second went to
Ethan Stone of Crittenden, third
was Asher Cunningham,a home

schOoler from Murray, tied for
third was Porter Mantooth of
Murray Middle and Steven
Swinford of Crittenden.
All of the players will get a
rating from the United States
Chess Federation which will be
based upon their performance in
the tournaments in which they
have played. The results of the
tournament can be seen at
www.uschess.org. The tournament was sponsoredby the MSU
Chess Club whose President is
Dustin Morrow and whose faculty sponsor is Everett Weber.
The tournament was directed
by Everett Weber, Don Winters,
Greg Holloman, and Wayne C
Bell.

Photo provide(

CELEBRATING ATTENDANCE: Pictured are Murray Middle School students, Jacob Paluso
left, and Campbell Homa, right, with Patrick Golden, MSU athletic marketing assistant and the
Murray Tiger during High Attendance Day. Murray Middle School achieved number one statue
in the region and state with a 99.55 percent attendance in the large middle school category.

Photo provided

ELECTION PROJECT: Pictured above is Lauren Swisher, a second grade student in Mrs.
Gibson's class at Murray Elementary School, presenting her project on elections.
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Performance at First Baptist Church
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Special to the Ledger
The Calloway County Public
Library will hold a Christmas
storytime Wednesday, Dec. 5,
from 10:30-11:30 a.m in the
library meeting room.
The program will feature
music performances by the
Music Department of the
Murray Woman's Club, stories
by story tellers Pete Lancaster
and Bob Valentine and a visit
from Santa. Children of all ages
are invited to attend.
No registration is required and
the event is free. For more information contact Sandy Linn at
Photo provided
753-2288 or sandylinn@calCARING FOR OTHERS AWARD: Woodmen of the World Lodge 138 recently presented a
lowaycountyI i brary.org
"Caring for Others" award to Mikaylen Evans for her generosity to Need Line. For her eleventh
birthday, she asked friends and relatives to bring donations for Need Line instead of gifts for
herself. Pictured back row. from left, are Kyle Evans, father; Shawn Hale, Billy "Bucky" Erwin,
Barry Newsome and Michael Burgdolf, WOW field representatives; and Calloway County
Middle School Counselor Mickey Garrison. Front row from left, are Amy Turner, principle; Kim
Evans, mom; Evans and lodge 138 member Ann Spann.
Special to the Ledger
Julie Rea was the recent.
speaker for New Beginnings
Support
Group.
Oct.
13, Special to the Ledger
who lead busy lives to balance location that is convenient for
PARIS, Tenn., — With the their personal, professional and local residents, as well as those
1997, her 10year old son. opening of the Bethel University academic goals," he said.
who live in Camden, Dresden.
Joel,
was campus within the Henry
Applicants must have at least or Murray, Ky.," she said."New
stabbed
Medical
to County
Center 30 hours of previous college students will have the comfort
death in the Diagnostic Center. potential stu- credit to enroll, he said, adding of being with other adult learnmiddle of the dents have more educational that the program is perfect for ers, and the benefit of a rigornight by an options than earning a degree in those who want to finish up their ous,relevant curriculum."
intruder. The healthcare.
degree after putting their acaThe new location also reflects
Rea
David Jackson, operations demic dreams on hold.
crime shocked
the growth of the program, and
the
small
town
of manager for Bethel University's
"A bachelor's degree in man- its popularity among those seekLawrenceville. Ill.
College of Professional Studies, agement can be applied to near- ing to improve and expand their
"Have confidence in God's said that the school plans to ly every occupation, and no opportunities.
ability to keep working in your open at least one classroom to matter what you hope to
"Ten years ago, folks could
life," she said. "We as non-traditional students seeking achieve, you'll find it applicable probably get by with an associChristians need to follow the to complete a bachelor's degree to your goals."
ate's degree," said Bethel
call of Christ to do our part to in
Management
Kelly Sanders-Kelley, vice Success recruiter Matthew
and
help those who are hurting in Organizational Development. president of the College of Cady."Today,you really need at
our world."
With the first class slated to Professional Studies and a least a bachelor's to stay comThe next meeting will be begin Feb. 26, 2013, Jackson native of Paris, Tenn., sees the petitive. Our accelerated format
held Saturday. Dec. 1, at 6:30 said the Success Program should new campus as a boon to resi- makes earning that degree faster
p.m. at Westside Baptist prove popular with adult learn- dents.
and more convenient than ever."
Church, Murray. Jerry Williams ers throughout the area.
"Now that we're right in the
For more information, visit
will be the speaker. Meetings
"Classes will meet just one heart of Paris,it's a great oppor- www.bethelsuccess.net or call
are open to the public.
night per week, allowing those tunity to complete a degree in a Cady at (731)415-1417.

Rea speaks
to NBSG

New Bethel campus now open

Smith receives marketing award
Special to the Ledger
Dr. Katherine Taken Smith,
assistant professor of marketing
in the Bauernfeind College of
Business at Murray State
University was recently honored
with a Distinguished Research
award by the Academy of
Marketing Studies for her
research on marketing of environmentally-friendly products.
She received the.award for her
paper.
"Millennials'
Interpretations
of
Green
Terminology," which she presented at the International
Conference of the Allied
Academies in October in Las
Vegas, Nev.
Smith has conducted a number
of studies regarding Millennials,
also called Generation Y. The
term "Millennials" refers to the
generation born between 1981
and 1994."A problem for many
companies is that their marketing strategies aimed at the environmentally conscious consumer are not communicating
successfully." Smith noted.
"Communicating effectively to
Millennials is especially impor-

Photo provided

Dr. Katherine Taken Smith received the Academy of
Marketing Studies Distinguished Research award from Dr.
Jim Garland, conference chair.
tant because this generation ate better messages.prefers buying from companies
Two terms commonly used
that are environmentally Mond- today are "green" and "ecoly. Understanding how con- friendly." Millennials attribute
sumers are interpreting termi- multiple meanings to each of
nology can help marketers cre- these terms,energy conservation
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The Humane Society of Calloway
County's online auction is underway. Visit
www.ForThePets.org and follow the link to
the auction, of which more than 90 items are
up for bid. Items include autographed football cleats donated by a Tennessee Titan, gift
certificates, handmade wall quilt, handmade
baby quilt, hand braided collars and leashes,
jewelry, home decor, dog toys and handmade
art whirligigs. Bidding closes at 9 p.m.
Datebook folk
CST Saturday, Dec. 1. For more information
Jessica Morris,
call 759-1884 or email humanesociety@murCommunity
ray -ky.net.
editor

Winter book sale to be held
The Calloway County Public Library will host its Winter Book
Sale Saturday. Dec. 1,from 11:30 a.m. to 4 p.m. in the library meeting room. The sale will feature books, magazines and movies. Select
remainders will be sold just inside the main library Sunday, Dec. 2,
through Tuesday. Dec.4.

Concerned Taxpayers to meet
The Concerned Taxpayer of Calloway County (The Tea Party)
%,k ill feature the program 'Teaching Middle School and High School
Kids Entrepreneurship after School" by Robin Tabor with the Jr.
Achievement Program in western Kentucky at 6 p.m. Thursday.
Nov. 29, at the Murray-Calloway County Public Library on Main
Street. according to Dan Walker, program chairman. The public is
invited to attend.

DivorceCare is a special weekly seminar and support group for.
people who are separated or divorced. DivorceCare For Kids is a
weekly support group for children ages 5-12 who needs help dealing with the separation or divorce of their parents. Meetings are at
Elm Grove Baptist Church,6483 St. Rt.94 East,beginning at 6 p.m.
every Wednesday. Call 293-2509 for more information.

Overeaters Anonymous to meet
Overeaters Anonymous,a 12-step recovery group for all types of
eating problems, meets each Thursday from 1:30-2:30 p.m. at Christ
Methodist Church, 1322 W. Broadway, Mayfield. For more information call Marcia at(2701247-7414 or Jim at(270)623-8850.

Applications now accepted
Need Line will be accepting applications for the Christmas Food
Baskets Tuesday, Nov. 27,Wednesday,Nov.28 and Friday, Nov. 30,
from 10:30 a.m. to 2 p.m. at the office, located at 638 South Fourth
St., Murray. Applicants must live in Murray or Calloway County
and bring proof of residency and proof of income for all members
of the household.

Journey with Jackie and CFSB
Journey with Jackie and CFSB to see The Rockettes•in Nashville,
Tenn., Saturday. Dec. 1. The bus leaves a18 a.m. from Benton
Banking Center and will return at 9 p.m. Tickets are available but
seating is limited. Call(270)527-4669 for tickets or information.

Angel alert issued
The Calloway Middle Youth Family Resource Center is in need
of a washer and dryer for a parent. Call 762-7355,extension 218 or
217 to donate.

'
Tour of Homes'set
The Kappa Department of the Murray Woman's Club invites the
public to the 32nd annual Tour of Homes, to be held Sunday. Dec.
9. from 1:30-4 p.m. This year's homes will be Jason and Amanda
Pittman. Janice and Ken Claud and Ron and Lashlee Foster. Tickets
are $7, or $8 the day of the event and may be purchased from any
Kappa member.the Murray Chamber of Commerce,CFSB or at the
door.

'Furniture for Families' needed

• ltil)boo,
..S
/rnaitirols
•I
Floral Picks& Slums
"Kentucky Certified Nursery Professionals"

Senior Citizens invited to stop by center

Ogee Mee. - Sat.9-5•Sae. 1-5
HWY.641 N. MURRAY
753-1725
in
14100-472-81152

Pictured
Umsteac
place. B
Job lnte

DivorceCare meetings held Wednesdays

The Gentry House is seeking donations of gently or slightly used
furniture or appliances for families who are living in their transitional shelter. Also needed are trac phones. Representatives will pick
items up. if needed. Receipts of donations for tax purposes will also
be provided. To donate items, contact Wendy or Michael at 7616802 or thegentryhouse@gmail.com.

25% OFF
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Humane Society's
auction now underway

and nonpolluting being major
Poinsettia sale underway
descriptions. The terms "recyThe 18th annual Calloway County Homemakers Poinsettia Sale
cled" and "biodegradable" are is now underway. Plants will be available for pickup Dec.6-7,at the
much less ambiguous with 90 First United Methodist Church. Delivery is available. Plants con'te in
percent of Millennials agreeing two sizes: a 6 1/2 inch pot with up to seven blooms and five colors:
upon the meanings. A surprising and an 8 1/2 inch pot with 15-20 blooms and four colors. Proceeds
finding was that almost half of from the sale will go toward funding the organization for the year.
Millennials interpret "nature For more information call the Calloway County Extension Office at
friendly" to mean that there was 753-1452 or Judy Stahler at 753-7387.
no unethical treatment of aniMAG events offered monthly
mals in the making of the prodThe Murray Art Guild's Gallery, 500 North Fourth St., holds
uct. Smith points out that the
"green movement" is growing exhibitions of current art works, workshops and classes on a monthstronger with major companies, ly basis. The Guild is open Tuesday through Friday from 10 a.ni. to
such as Clorox and Kellogg's, 3 pin,and by appointment. For more information on events,contact
which are making green prod- the office at murrayartguild@murray-ky.net or 753-4059.
ucts more economical, accessiAngel alert issued
ble and better quality.
The Calloway County Family Resource Center is in need of a
Smith teaches consumer
behavior and promotion man- working vehicle to be donated for a family consisting of a single
agement. Her research articles mother with three school age children. Call Michelle Hansen at 762have appeared in academic jour- 7333.
nals such as Business Horizons,
UDC to meet Wednesday
Journal of Consumer Marketing
The J.N. Williams Chapter 805, United Daughters of the
and the Journal of Strategic
Marketing. She serves on five Confederacy will meet Wednesday, Nov. 28, at 10 a.m. at the
journal editorial boards. She has Murray Transit Building. Sara Dixon will give the program on
co-authored several books and "Mourning During the Civil War." For more information call Lacy
has made presentations at pro- McGregor at 227-1339.
fessional meetings in the U.S.
CUBS meeting set for Wednesday
and abroad.
Calloway United Benevolent Services will meet Wednesday.
Nov.28,at noon at Glendale Road Church of Christ. Aaron Dail will
give an update/ overview of the Get Connected initiative. Attendees
will have an opportunity to share news of upcoming events and
activities. For information call Donna Herndon at(270)293-8780.
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Persons 60 or older are invited to stop by the Senior Citizen center. located in the Weaks Community Center. 607 Poplar St..
Murray. The center offers Meals on Wheels,congregate meals, education opportunities, health promotions. exercise classes,transportation, information and referrals, entertainment and more. For more
information call 753-0929.
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Special to the Lodger
On Tuesday. Nov. 20, the
Calloway County High School
FFA Chapter claimed two
more regional championships.
Making the FFA chapter three
for three in regional competitions this year.
Senior. Rachel Ross placed
1st in the Job Interview
Contest. Meanwhile, the Ag
Sales Team of Megan Harper,
Ian Umstead, Jesse Vaught,
and Kayla Grady also placed
1st. That marks the 10th consecutive win for Calloway
County FFA in that annual
Photo provide(
regional contest.
CELEBRATING ATTENDANCE: Pictured are Murray Middle School students, Jacob Paluso
A total of nine CCHS stuleft, and Campbell Homa, right, with Patrick Golden, MSU athletic marketing assistant and the
dents have qualified for state
Murray Tiger during High Attendance Day. Murray Middle School achieved number one statu:
competitions already this
in the region and state with a 99.55 percent attendance in the large middle school category.
school year. In a previous
report submitted by David
Dowdy, Calloway County's
public relations coordinator,
Calloway County FFA joined
more than 55,000 student
members of FFA and their
teachers from throughout the
U.S., Puerto Rico and the
Virgin Islands at the 85th
National FFA Convention in
Indianapolis, Ind.
The Calloway County delegation included five state
champion teams/individuals
set for national competition.
Results from Indianapolis
included:
• Ag Sales Team
10th in
the nation (gold rating)
•
Floriculture
Team
Ilth in the nation (gold rating)
• Forest Products and
Management
(gold rating)
• Livestock Judging Team
19th in the nation (silver rating)
• Parliamentary Procedure
Team (bronze rating)
Photo provided
The chapter advisors for ELECTION PROJECT: Pictured above is Lauren Swisher, a second grade student in Mrs.
Calloway County FFA are Gibson's class at Murray Elementary School, presenting her
project on elections.
Jacob Falwell and Bill
Sampson.
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Pictured above is the Ag Sales Team of Megan Harper, Ian
Umstead, Jesse Vaught and Kayla Grady, who took first
place. Below is Senior Rachel Ross, who placed first in the
Job Interview Contest.
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30th annual MSU Open
Chess Tournament held
By Wayne Bell
Professor Emeritus
Murray State University
players from
Forty-one
Kentucky and Tennessee played
in the 30th annual MSU Open
Chess Tournament, which was
held in the Curris Center on the
University
State
Murray
Campus Nov. 10, 2012.
The Open section was won by
Justin Arnold 4-0, a graduate of
Murray High School and
Murray State.
Second Place went to Josiah
Hereford, a 9t1i grader who is
home schooled in Murray, the
class B prize went to ..lose
Singson Ill of Clarksville, Tenn.
and the final class prize went to
Jake Zimmerer of Western
Kentucky University.
The Amateur section was won
by Coleman Foster 3.5 - .5, a
Sophomore from Crittenden
County High School. The under
1000 rating prize went to
Nathan Weber of Murray
Middle School. The under 800
prize went to Alex Thome, a
Murray home schooler and the
under 600 prize went to
Suzanne Mancil, the chess
Gray
Potter
of
coach
Elementary School in Bowling
Green.
The Scholastic Novice section
was won by Matthew Spannuth
4-0 from Crittenden County
Middle School. Second in the
middle school category was
Gage Moore from Crittenden.
third was Jackson Hale from
Calloway County Middle
School and 4th was Clay
Stevens from Crittenden. The
high school category was won
by Benjamin Tucker of
Crittenden County High School.
The Primary section was won
by Nickolas Holcomb of

Murray and second went to
Dennon Wilson of Crittenden.
The Elementary section was
won by Mason Lu of Murray
and second place went to Skyler
James of Crittenden.
The Scholastic Beginner section was won by Elliott Russell
4-0 of Crittenden, who was also
first in the Primary category.
Second was Caleb Cauley of
Murray, third was Evan
McDowell of Crittenden and
fourth was Connor Blalock of
Murray.
The Elementary category was
won by Hayden Holcomb of
Murray Middle. Second went to
Ethan Stone of Crittenden, third
was Asher Cunningham,a home

schooler from Murray, tied for
third was Porter Mantooth of
Murray Middle and Steven
Swinford of Crittenden.
All of the players will get a
rating from the United States
Chess Federation which will be
based upon their performance in
the tournaments in which they
have played. The results of the
tournament can be seen at
www.uschess.org. The tournament was sponsoredby the MSU
Chess Club whose President is
Dustin Morrow and whose faculty sponsor is Everett Weber.
The tournament was directed
by Everett Weber, Don Winters,
Greg Holloman, and Wayne C
Bell.
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$8.50 Column Inch, 60% Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.
(All 3 Ads Must Run Within 6 Day Period I
$3.35 per column inch extra for Monday (Shopping Guide)

Sart Saw
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16112pin.

Wednesday

$8.25 First Day - 20 words or less - Over 20 words $.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: $.12 per word per day.
• 35 extra for Smart Saver (Mon Classifieds go into Smart Saver)
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Tue.1p.m.
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To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Natasha Hutson
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.-Office Hours: Monday-Friday 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. • Fax: 753-1927
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Help *wad

"LOST**
American Bulldog
black male, answers to Stroker

Boxer
red female,answers to Chassi

REWARD OFFERED for
SAFE RETURN!
Last seen near Hammond Rd. in Kirksey

Community Outreach Manager
oodmen of the World Life Insurance Society is
ooking for a Community Outreach Manager to
ork in our Murray, Kentukcy State Office,
osition will be responsible for building communipartnerships which will broaden Woodmen of
he World's exposure and provide opportunities
or growing membership. This is a salaried posiion that offers a competitive wage plus a generus benefits package including health, dental,
ision, 401K, paid vacation and sick leave.
f you are interested in this professional position
ith a quality company that has been in business
irice 1890, please apply online at www woodand contact State Manager Greg
obertson at 753-4382.
Woodmen of the World Life Insurance Is an
rtuni em lo er.
ual o

Call 270-978-5141
Child
C

s;a7i1;
vocacy

"t_aier,

R

Homes For Sae
'RENT TO OWN**
3BR, 2BA, nice setting,flat 1 acre, $1,950
down, $495/mo
2220 Wrather Rd.,
Murray area
(615)397-3171
14X50 Needs Attention
Inside. Cheap.
270-978-2080
2010
3BR, 2BA.
Priced with or without
furniture. 873-2333

‘101140 otrf OF
BUSINESS SALE
Furnished
MI& Lot
Reedy tor Occupancy
914,900
ittbxty Beals MIPrbsal
21 Homes Sold So Far.
DON'T MB oun

Campus Tan
1304 Chestnut Street
759-4944

Currently has an opening for a Full-Time
Therapist in its Paducah and Murray offices.

Free tan to anyone who walks
in on Friday November 30th!

Qualified professionals with a Master's degree in
a mental health discipline and license to practice
in Kentucky may submit a resume and letter of
interest to PASAC, PO Box 8506, Paducah, KY
42002 or via email at Iwbrown@pasacky,org.
All qualified applicants will receive consideration
for employment without regard to race, color,
religion, sex, or national origin.

GET THIS 1X1
AD FOR ONLY
$75.00 PER
MONTH
CALL 753-1916

Amelia Ann's

Papa Smurf
Storage

Christmas now in
stock!

Tforist
formerly located inside
Trends & Treasures is

now located next door
tolC Penney's inside
Celebrations

270-761-6009

1st •Ionth Free!

I 1 •.
27ti-,t7S 1-1111)
; - • •

Etevi Moot'
Tarfoetzmy
270-227-0460

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.

Lake Way Nursing & Rehab Center now has a
full-time position for an
experienced dietary aide/cook for nursing
home environment. Must be able to work days,
afternoons and weekends. Apply in person at
Lake Way Nursing and Rehab Center, 2607
Main Street Benton, KY
No phone calls please.
EOE/AAE

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
"help wanted" section
webpage at
murrayledger.com,
you will be redirected

46 inch flat screen
Sanyo t.v. like new.
$325 753-8124

to jobnetwork.com.
By default,
Murray. and local job
listings will appear on
this website.
However, as a national
website. not all listings
on the jobnetwork.com
the Murray Ledger

CHRISTOPHER'S
Coins
is buying.
What coins do you
have to sell?
Business is booming Trends N' Treasures
Dr. Fuhrmann,
270-753-4161

& Times. Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding

LOST blackAvhite male
cat, 11/16/12 on Poplar
St. near MSU. Long
hair, neutered, microchipped,
indoor.
Answers to
Nicky.
Reward! 753-2810

Articies
For Sale

the Murray area
job listings. Thank you.

HAY FOR SALE!
Timothy and Orchard
Grass $3 per bale
270-753-1287

LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES
WARD E Limps

o05 E South 12th St

MURRAY

LEDGER &TIMES
Home Delivery
Local Mali
3 me.
3
no
-.43521
ow
'a..
--WAS
1 yr..-..-4105.10
1 yr.-11111.11
AM Odor Mel
Sybarites"
3 aue.--.474.91 3 as.----MAI
6 mos.--MOO
6
1 yr.---3121.01 1 yr.-.$1461.
Rest of ICY/114
"rye& & Sectsmen

Money Order

MOM COMPUTERS
Repairs/Upgrades
759.3558

(270)753-1713

1.10

WW1° Buy

FIRE WOOD
ANTIQUES, Call Larry
753-3633
BUYING old U.S.
coin collections
Small or large.
270-293-6999
GOOD used air conditioner, used carpeting,
refrigerator,
stove,
electric & gas heater,
storm windows
753-41OG

Name

Seasoned Oak
And Hickory
$30 U-Haul
$45 Delivered

City
LEE JEWELRY

ARTISANS

Daytime Ph.
Mail this coupon with payment to
Murray Ledger & Thome
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KT 49071
Or call (270) 712-19111

Want to buy running
and non-running cars
and trucks KEY AUTO
f14Strlii.

NOW LEASING
1. 2 & 3bedroom Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #711

1 OR 2br apts. near
downtown
Murray
Lease and deposit
required. 753-4109.
1BR Duplex with all
appliances,
garage,
very nice. 1549 A
Mockingbird
Dr.
$500/month
plus
deposit. 270-753-5344
or 270-227-2280
1BR
Efficiency
Near
Apartment,
Downtown. 1 occupant
only. No pets/smoking
$300/mo plus utilities.
Deposit required.
270-293-2843

2BR IBA, No Pets
North of Murray
270-759-4826
Storage Rentals
A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E. Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell:-(270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-F

1850 St. Rt. 121S
Murray. KY 42071
270-753-5562
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
-Inside climate control
storage
-Security alarmed
-Safe & clean
-We sell boxes!
-We rent U-Hauls.
753-9600.

lig

merclal Prop.
For Sale

For Sale or Leas &
The Bullpen
Restaurant
Building

Call for prices.
293-1357 or 270-559Firewood For Sale'
Delivered $40
270-293-7893

Altsalhal
Ask about our

Murray Ledger ta Times Fair
Housing Act Notice
All real estate advertised herein
subwct to the Federal Fair
Housing Act, which make, it
illegal to advertise any preterence, limitation or discrimination based on race, color, religion, sex, handicap, familial status or national origin, or intention to make any such preferences, limitations or discnmina.
lion
State laws forbid discrimination
in the sale, rental or adyerhsing
of real estate based on factors III
addition to those protected
under federal law.
We will knowingly accept any
advertising for reaf estate which
is not in violation ol ihe law. All
persons are hereby informed
that all dwellings advertwed
available on an equal opportunity basis.
For further assistance with Fair
Housing Advertising requirements, contact NAA Counsel
Rene P Milam, 17110)648-1000.

Lake lots on Blood
River! Water lots starting at only $60,000
wooded only $12,000.
Underground power!
Owner financing! Sites
are ready now!
270-362-4990

1

1121Acnsage

50 acres. Farmington
area on Highway 80.
$250,000 OBO.
270-804-2795

1BR Apts. Various
Coleman
locations.
Real Estate. 753-9898

Commerical Prop. For Rent

1BA
Newly
2BR,
remodeled.
Deposit
required. No pets.
Appliances furnished.
$450/mo.
753-8463

FOR RENT
Loromerciai,,
spaces at best ,
Excellent location at 404
I
N 4th St with 1;

New 3BR. 2BA in
Murrays only gated
The
community
Gates". In the $140s.
978-0559

EXCEPTIONALLY
nice, large 1 bedroom.
Washer, dryer, dishwasher & microwave
$395/mo.
included.
(270)978-6000
or
(270)293-9493.
Rentals
GARLAND
presently has two bedroom apartments available. Call for your
appointment
today.
270-753-2905..
NEW apartment in
Hazel
$550.00/mo.
plus deposit all utilities
included
270-492-8211

Serious inquiries
270-293-4602

;ng Spaces
I!OM 750-2100!"iti

Spaces can

be modified
to meet mdividual
needy It you I •ire
"
270-752-0201

office/retail
Large
space
3
offices1,000sq.ft warehouse.
602 Maple St. Call
270-753-8964 for info.

DOG Obedience
(270)436-2858
puppies
Shih-tzu
CKC
Male/female,
shots/wormed, $250$300 270-804-8103

Apartments
• • a.• 4.•
ESSEX DOWNS AFAITNIENTS
fREE
1 Month Rent
$1 75 Security Deposit Special

New 2-4
Bedroom homes in
Riverfieid Estates.
SBG Real Property
Professionals
293-7872

Used Cars

HOLLAND
MOTOR SALES
We Finance
hollandmotorsales coin
270-753-4461
2000 Buick LeSabre 4door. 3800 engine,
local car, garage kept.
46,800 miles $5,500
753-8124
510
Campers
2003 Springdale by
Keystone. 12ft slideout.
pull.
30f1. bumper
S8.995 270-293-4602

1 Bedroom $345 to S365
2 Bedroom S375 to S395

Dbplay ad
gpiedilliell*IMPIPK-00000111114ni.
for all your
1505 DINpuld Dr. Murray. MY
advertising
Illsadag - Maul
needs.
IL

..laririt,'Hs
hens
Ara/wows
s
•hrsirrairi

(270) 226- 5444

PRESCOTT
ROOFING

A-1 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Insured
753-TREE (8733)

Over 28 Years
Experience

ANDRUS Excavating
and Septic Pumping.
excavator, back hoe,
hauling. Accept major
credit cards. 978-0343.

APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

Inioircd

.

www.hillekctric.com

Zach 270-873-7700
David 270-227-1106
AlLatixdarx_Hancttialled
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages, gutters,
junk & tree work.

DAVID ALLSOP
The Handyman

or,

Nadeau

Wortstructi
LkamescLeLinsursd
• Gutter Cleaning
Flooring
• Vinyl Siding
• W116 Much More
IW0-978-2111
No_Job,
small
COMMERCIAL & residential cleaning. Free
estimates & references
available. Call Brittany
731-363-0159

• Yard Work
• PaintingInterior & Exterior
• Light Mechanical
• Pet Setting
Reasonable Rates
References
270-978-4284
YEARRY'S
Tree
Service.Licensed and
insured. 24/hour emergency assistance. Free
estimates. 436-2562.
227-0267

DALE ADAMS
ELECTRIC
Reasonable Rates
Quality Service
270-293-8192

Leaf Vaccuum
Service

YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE. FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
, I - - • I el

753-5726
N,FREE ESTIMATES

Kitchens

Decks to Fencing.
We Do It All!
No Job To Small!
270-873-9916

HOMES BEAUTIFUL!
Home Cleaning
Services. 7yrs of exp.
227-7129.

r r ymit out Arbsite
kentuckylake
remodeling com

HILL SEPTIC

FREE ESTIMATES

DRYWALL & painting
no fob too big or small
Free estimates Call
Logan at
731-363-0166

PUMPING
EXCAVATION
& TRUCKING
MI Yoar Syne Naas
Ins fellation
& Repair
Dirt, Gravel,
White Rock,
Sand, & Mulch
(270)293-13696

FUTRELL'S
TREE SERVICE

H Nies WASTE
NI 1NAGF MINT

-Trimming

• weekly & special pickups

-Removal

•locally owned/operated

-Stump Grinding

759-1151 • 293-2783

-Firewood

293-2784

-Insured

(270) 489-2839
Pets I Supplies

DEVELOPMENT

Since 1986
Residential &
Commercial
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or
small

From Drywall &
Painting to
Bathrooms &
3BR/26A brick home,
Minerva
Dr.
810
Approx. 1500 sq. ft.
New roof, rew central
heat/air. Walk to High
$134,900
School.
(270)293-0443 or
293-0444

for turn key
,
r. citf •

Rill Electric

Whole Yard
or Curbside

110 S. 5th St.
All equipment irldtkied

MICKEY WILSON

753-9562

OM MOMS

You'll Fall For These
FIREWOOD delivered

AUSTIN Auction
Service
All types Auction
Benton, KY
270-705-4859

KEY MINI
WAREHOUSES

270-226-3741

I 91 Address

State

3BR 2BA Doublewide
For Rent in Almo.
$750/mo includes utilities. 270-703-9701

4BR, 2BA, all appliC/H/A.
ances,
Coleman Real Estate
753-9898
CANDY Cravings retai
business for sale
270-293-5940

Subscribe to the

2BR 2BA Excellen
interior, basic appli
ances, partly furnished
with carport. No inside
pets. Quiet location.
New Concord $400/mo
$300/deposit. 270-4362427

on our classifieds

are placed through

050
Lost and Found

150

280
Mobile Homes For Rent

Fa(

Public Sale

Houses For Rent

753-8012
The Purchase Area Sexual Assault
& Child Advocacy Center

Check

VISA

HANDYMAN
270-227-9423

6digf

Gallimore Electrical Contractors, LLC

Commerclal/Nesidential
hoes C. GaIllmore
W W W.GECILC.NET
(270) 759-0890

n

ed JOPPIVIVAIPI

.110re your itir

We Offer:
-All Size Units
• 24/7 Surveillance
• Electricity
• Climate Control

NEON BEACH
MINI STORAGE
812 Whitnell Ave. • 753-3853
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Conceptis 21udoKu

— Fr1.108.1
— Ftt I Lit

Lights, Electricity. and 24/7 Surveollance

—

• Garland Rental Boat & Mini Storage - Hwy 94E

—Mitt 12p.m.

-Brand New Motorhome Boat Storage

—

Tut. IVA.

All Saes available. call today
to reserve your storage unit

— *412 pit
— Nit 12pitt
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Factory fire the deadliest of many in Bangladesh
DHAKA, Bangladesh (AP)
— The fire alarm: Waved off by
managers. An exit door: Locked.
The fire extinguishers: Not
working and apparently "meant
just to impress" inspectors and
customers.
That is the picture survivors
paint of the garment-factory fire
Saturday that killed 112 people
who were trapped inside or
jumped to their deaths in desperation. For Bangladesh, where
such factories commonly ignore
safety as they rush to produce
for retailers, around the world,
the tragedy was unusual only in
scope: More than 200 people
have died in garment-factory
fires in the country since 2006.
About 15,000 Bangladeshi
workers protested blocks from
the gutted fire Monday,demanding justice for the victims and
improved safety. Some 200 factories were closed for the day
after the protest erupted in
Saver, a suburb of Dhaka, the
capital.
Protesters blocked a major
highway, and some threw stones
at factories and smashed vehicles, but there were no arrests
and no clashes with police.
Maj. Mohammad Mahbub,
fire department operations
director, said investigators suspect that a short circuit caused
the fire at the factory, which-was
making T-shirts and polo shirts.
But the Bangladesh Garment
Manufacturers and Exporters
Association urged investigators
not to rule out sabotage.
"Local and international conspirators are trying to destroy
our garment industry," association President Shafiul Islam
Mohiuddin said. He provided no
details.
Mahbub said it was not the
fire itself but the lack of safety
measures in the eight-story
building that made the blaze so
deadly.
"Had there been at least one

3

Horoscope

Iv lacipeollm Blear

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Wednesday, Nov. 28, 2012:
emergency exit through outside killed 63 people in 2006 in er inspection within one year.
This
year you often will switch from one outlook to the next. You
the factory, the casualties would southern Chittagong town.
Gardner said it was not clear even might
feel like a human seesaw of sorts. For some of you, a perhave been much lower," he said.
Labor leaders hope outrage if that inspection had been conHe said firefighters recov- over the latest disaster will ducted or whether the factory son in your inner circle could try to reflect the opposite opinion ot
what you choose. Instead of using black-and-white thinking, try to
ered at least 100 bodies from the prompt
change. Tahmina was still making products for
factory, and 12 more people died Rahman, general secretary of Wal-Mart. If a factory is rated see that both viewpoints could work, and strive to find some middle
ground. If you are single, you could meet someone significant to
at hospitals after jumping from the
Bangladesh
Garment "orange" three times in two
the building to escape the fire.
Workers Federation, says the years, Wal-Mart won't place any your life history, but you could have difficulty with the differences
The government was unable group wants the government to orders for one year. The May between you. If you are attached, resist the urge to fight with the one
to identify many victims work harder to punish factories 2011 report was the first orange you love. GEMINI can challenge you.
because they were burned for safety lapses.
rating for the factory.
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic; 4beyond recognition; they were
"The owners go unpunished
"Our thoughts are with the
buried Monday in a grave out- and so they don't care about families of the victims of this Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so; 1-Difficult
side Dhaka. The government installing enough security facili- tragedy," the retailer said in a
ARIES(March 21-AprIl 19)
announced that Tuesday will be ties," she said. "The owners statement. "While we are trying ****
The unexpected occurs, like it or not. You might feel as if you
a day of national mourning, with should be held responsible and to determine if the factory has a can't make a situation conform
to your expectations -- or anyone
the national flag flying at half- sent to jail."
current relationship with Wal- else's, for that matter. Stop attempting to handle this issue, and just
staff in honor of the dead.
The factory in Saturday's Mart or one of our suppliers, fire let it flow naturally. Tonight: Make calls before deciding.
Local media reported that up blaze is owned by Tazreen safety is a critically important TAURUS(April 20-May 20)
to 124 people were killed, and Fashions Ltd., a subsidiary of area of Wal-Mart's factory audit *** If ever there was a time not to make a money commitment, it is
that about 100 people injured in the Tuba Group that has pro- program and we have been today. Use care, even when counting your change. If you feel as
the fire were being treated in duced clothing for Wal-Mart, at working across the apparel though you are fiscally careless in some area, decide to change that
about a dozen hospitals. Many least in the past. Neither Tureen industry to improve fire safety pattern -- if not immediately, then in the very near future. Tonight: A
were hurt as they jumped to nor Tuba Group officials could education and training in lucky turn of events.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
escape the flames.
be reached for comment.
Bangladesh."
**** You could be overwhelmed by everything that is happening
Survivor Mohammad Ripu
The Tuba Group is a major
In
its
2012
Global right now; however, know that you might be the linchpin in this case.
said Monday that he tried to run Bangladeshi garment exporter Responsibility report, Wal-Mart Though at first you might not be able to get a grasp on the situation,
out of the building when the fire whose clients include Wal-Mart, said it ceased working with 49 you will, and faster than you think. Tonight: Enjoy the roller-coaster
alarm rang but was stopped.
Carrefour and IKEA, according factories in Bangladesh in 2011 ride.
"Managers told us, 'Nothing to its website. Its factories because of fire safety issues, and CANCER (June 21-July 22)
happened. The fire alarm had export garments to the U.S., was working with its supplier *** Full Moons greatly affect you, as your planetary ruler is the
just gone out of order. Go back Germany, France, Italy and the factories to phase out production Moon. This particular Full Moon is an eclipse, which promises
to work,'" Ripu said. "But we Netherlands, among other coun- from buildings deemed high changes in the next few months with a child or a relationship. The
outcome could be very good. Go with the flow, and take it easy.
quickly understood that there tries. The Tazreen factory, which risk.
Tonight: Listen well.
was a fire. As we again ran for opened in 2009 and employed
Bangladesh has some 4,000 LEO(July 23-Aug. 22)
the exit point we found it locked about 1,700 people, made polo garment factories, many without *** Something that you want might fall into your lap in a most
from outside, and it was too shirts, fleece jackets and T- proper safety measures. The secretive manner ... perhaps not today, but in the near future. A friend
late."
country annually earns about, could complicate your life. It is up to you whether you will make a fuss
stfirlf,leiviim
Ripu said he jumped from a
Tazreea was given a "high -1420 billion from exports of gar- about it or just let ft go. Remain focused on a different matter in the
second-floor window and suf- risk!. safety rating after a May ment products, mainly to the meantime. Tonight,Celebrate.
VIRGO(Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
fered minor injuries.
16, 2011, audit conducted by an U.S. and Europe.
Another surviving worker, "ethical sourcing" assessor for
The Bangladesh Garment *** Decide to loosen up rather than fight city hall. A boss could be
Yeamin, who uses only one Wal-Mart, according to a docu- Manufacturers and Exporters demanding, which might cause a conflict for you with someone who
has other plans. At the moment,
name, said fire extinguishers in ment posted on the Tuba Association said it wbuld stand and white. Try to find a way yOu are seeing the situation as black
in which both demands can be met.
the factory didn't work, "So Group's website. It did not spec- by the victims' families and Tonight: A must appearance.
these were meant just to impress ify what led to the rating.
offered 100,000 takes ($1,250) LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct 22)
the buyers or authority."
Wal-Mart spokesman Kevin to each of the families of the ***** The unexpected marks a situation. You might be trying to
TV footage showed a team of Gardner said online documents dead. Tazreen's owner was hold on to something that really isn't doable at the moment. Let it go.
investigators finding some indicating an orange or "high meeting with representatives of News from a distance might impress you, or at least make you smile.
Know that you are heading in the right direction. Tonight: Act on an
unused fire extinguishers inside risk" assessment after the May the group Monday afternoon.
the factory.
2011 inspection and a yellow or
Another fire broke out idea.
The garment-factory fire was "medium risk" report after an Monday in a 12-story building SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** You could
Bangladesh's deadliest in recent inspection in August 2011 housing four garment factories, more substantial be seeing a lot of back-and-forth in several of your
friendships. Know that there is very little you can
memory, but there have been appeared to pertain to the facto- but the fire department said it to change this. Remain true to yourself, yet be willing to discussdo
a
several major factory fires in ry. The August 2011 letter said was quickly doused and there financial matter with a key person. Tonight: Say "yes" to an offer.
recent years, including one that Wal-Mart would conduct anoth- were no casualties.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
**** Having to juggle mixed energy, incoming requests and some
irrational behavior could throw anyone off. Remain focused on what's
most important, and you will weather the storm. Stay on top of these
hassles and allow greater give-and-take. Tonight: Go with someone's
The Defense Department has ed to torture, as Manning sup- Network, said the credit would suggestion.
said Manning's treatment prop- porters claim.
be meaningless if Manning gets CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
*** Pace yourself, and you'll accomplish a lot more than you
erly conformed to his classificaMilitary judges can dismiss a lengthy sentence.
thought possible. Understand that you might need to cut someone off
tion as a maximum-custody all charges if pretrial punish"If that credit is meaningless, or ignore a situation altogether in order to do this. Avoid getting
detainee who posed a risk of ment is particularly egregious, then that signals that you can involved in others' issues; use this day for you. Tonight: Get some
injury to himself or others. He but that rarely happens. The actually torture any personnel or exercise.
was moved in April 2011 to Fort usual remedy is credit at sen- detainee without any actual con- AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Fab. 18)
***** You'see a situation differently from others. You often come
Leavenworth, Kan., where he tencing for time served, said sequences," Paterson said.
has a medium-security classifi- Lisa M. Windsor, a retired Army
Manning is accused of send- up with some far-fetched ideas, and this is yet another example. Your
cation.
colonel and former Army judge ing to the secret-spilling website drive and energy help you turn an important idea into reality.
Publicity about Manning's advocate now in private practice WikiLeaks hundreds of thou- Friendship will prevail, even if a quarrel begins. Tonight: Spend time
treatment helped bring world- in Washington.
sands of classified Iraq and with a favorite person.
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
wide attention to his case. In
"I think the likelihood of him Afghanistan war logs and more **** Stay anchored, know what is happening and make choices
March, UN Special Rapporteur - - getting any charges dropped is than 250,000 diplomatic cables accordingly. You could be a little off-kilter because of what someone
on Torture Juan E. Mendez pre- extremely remote," she said.
while working as an intelligence does. Understand that you do not need to put yourself in the line of
sented a report to the UN's
If the military judge refuses analyst in Baghdad in 2009 and fire; instead, you can withdraw and refuse to take part in this person's
Human Rights Council in which to dismiss the case, defense 2010.
scenario.
he criticized the U.S. govern- attorney David Coombs has
The 24-year-old native of
ment for refusing his repeated requested 10-for-I credit for 258 Crescent, Okla., allegedly told a BORN TODAY
requests for a private visit with days of supposedly punitive confidant-turned-informant in TV personality Jon Stewart (1962), actor Ed Hams (1950)
Manning.
confinement. That would knock an online chat in 2010 that he
Although they never spoke, a little more than seven years off leaked the information because Jacqueline Bigar Is on the Internet at www.facquellnebigar.com.
(c)2012 by King Features Syndicate Inc.
"I am persuaded that Pfc. Manning's sentence if he is con- "I want people to see the truth."
Manning was subjected to cruel, victed. He faces the possibility
Manning has offered to take
inhuman and degrading treat- of life imprisonment if convict- responsibility for the leak by
ment" in violation of the UN ed of the most serious charge, pleading guilty to reduced
Convention Against Torture, aiding the enemy, and 162 years charges. The military judge hasMendez wrote in a Nov. 15 on the 21 other counts. His trial n't yet ruled on the offer. It is not
email to The Associated Press.
is set to begin Feb. 4.
part of a plea deal, and it would
Mendez said he doesn't know
Jeff Paterson, a leader of the not preclude prosecutors from
if Manning's treatment amount- Bradley Manning Support pursuing the original charges.

GI's treatment focus of hearing in WildLeaks case
HAGERSTOWN, Md. (AP)
— An Army private charged in
the biggest security breach in
U.S. history is trying to avoid
trial by claiming he's already
been punished by confinement
conditions that a United Nations
torture investigator called cruel,
inhuman and degrading.
Pfc. Bradley Manning is
expected to testify about his
treatment during a pretrial hearing starting Tuesday at Fort
Meade. The young intelligence
analyst has never spoken publicly about his nearly nine
months in the Marine Corps brig
in Quantico, Va., from July 2010
to April 2011. The hearing is
scheduled to run through
Sunday.
Manning was confined alone
in a 6-by-8-foot cell for at least
23 hours a day, according to
documents filed by the defense.
For several days in January
2011, all his clothes were taken
from him each night until he
was issued a suicide-prevention
smock, military officials have
said.
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Ky. post offices in Christmas spirit with names
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"If yogi've got It we can store It"
For all your storage c:onvenience
Choose from our 3 locations:
• Murray Store & Lock - 1611 N. 12th St
• MSC Storage - 1900 N. 12th St.

Sudoku a number-pleang puzzle bona on atedil grid viall
severer even numbers The obeect lo place Me numbers I b
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3x3 box comma The same number only on The Illiculty
at The Concepts, Sucloku increases from Monday to Sunday

LEXINGTON. Ky. (AP) —
It's Christmastime in Kentucky,
meaning post offices in a few
communities are getting hit
requests for their Christmasthemed postmarks.
in
offices
post
The
Bethlehem, Nazareth and
Partridge annually receive
Christmas cards from all over
the world with requests they he
canceled and mailed from their
locations.
Bethlehem Postmaster Susan
Leopold told the Lexington

Herald-Leader she has three to
four volunteers working this
year canceling letters with a special
cancellation.
The
Bethlehem Post Office in Henry
County has offered a special
cancellation during the holidays
since 1947, and typically postmarks around 50,000 cards.
"There is no comparison
between the Christmas season
and the rest of the year."
Leopold said. "I have regulars
who come every year, starting
the day before Thanksgiving. In

fact, if I don't see my regulars. I
worry about them. It is a special
and exciting time and I look forward to it all year long."
In Nazareth in Nelson
County, Postmaster Norine
Masterson canceled more than
16,000 letters last year. This
year, she designed a postmark
showing the traditional manger
scene to pay tribute to the Sisters
of Charity of Nazareth ministry,
which is celebrating its 200th
Christmas.
In Partridge in Letcher

County, Postmaster Joy Short
uses red ink in her date stamp to
provide a Christmas cancellation
when requested. Christmas isn't
the only time of interest in
Partridge. Short gets requests
throughout the year for whatever reason.
"The holiday mailing season
is time for the postal service to
shine," said spokeswoman
Susan Wright. "And we're happy
to do whatever we can to help
make our customers' holidays
special."
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JACKSON:
Domestic Short
Hair/Tabby Mix,
four months old, male

JOE:
Tabby/Domestic Short
Hair Mix, four months Old
male

SHELTER HOURS: MON.-FM. 10 AM-4 PM • SAT. 10 AM-3 PM
For more information contact

Murray-Calloway County Animal Shelter
at (270) 759-4141

COMICS/ FEATURES
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lb years age
Elizabeth Johnson, a senior at
Murray High School, was selected
a Rotary Club Student of the
Month. She is the daughter of
Marcie and Michael Johnson.
David Timmons, of Murray,
recently won third place in the
National Off Road Bicycle
Association national championship race in Mt. Snow, Vt. He is
the son of Dr. and Mrs. Tom
Timmons.
The Murray Shooting Stars U-12.
girls' soccer team took second
place in its eight-team division at
the MSU Fall Invitational Soccer
Tournament Oct. 26-27. Members
include Jennifer Cavitt, Shauna
Wicker, Emily Benson, Hayley
Wright, Sydney Smith, Morgan
Steiner, ShaeLea McKinney,
Shelby
Edwards,
Rochelle
Blalock. Ali Adams, Tiffani Fike,
Grave
Gilson,
Leslianne
Wellinghurst and Shelby Johnson.
Coach is Mike Smith.
Twenty years ago
Murray High football players
receiving awards at their end of
season banquet were Brent Keller,
Gary Sims, Chip Greane, Scott
Downey, Adam Blalock, B.J.
Jenkins, Jay Oatman • James
Curtis. Chris Allen, Chad Caldwell
and Billy Steffey.
Recent births reported at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
for Nov. 20, include a girl to
Rebecca and Danny Henson.
Benton and a boy to Mary
Barnhill, Paris, Tenn.
Pvt. 1st Class Jason Farley, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Oatman Farley
and Cheryl Burkeen, received a
in
Wildflecken.
promotion
Germany. He is presently with the
536th Military Police Unit.
Thirty years ago
A feature story about Tammy
Melendez and her participation in
beauty pageants was ipcluded in
today's edition. Melendez, who
was critically injured in an automobile accident when she was 18
years old, is a state finalist in the
1983 Kentucky National Miss

Beauty Pageant.
A recent birth reported at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
for Nov.6,is a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Anthony Enoch, Paris. Tenn. For
Nov. 21, a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Roger Cooper,of Murray.
John Orr will replace Gloria
Friedgen as head coach of the
Calloway County Lady Lakers.
On was a CCHS assistant coach
last year and became the third girls
basketball coach in three years.
Dr. R.B. Barton was presented
the -Civitan of the Year" award by
the Murray Civitan Club at the
Charter Night meeting of the club.
Pictured is Bill Miller with a 13point buck he killed which dressed
out at 184 pounds.
Forty years ago
Fisher-Pnce Toys, the world's
largest manufacturer of toys for
preschool children, announced
plans to construct a large modern
toy assembly plant on East Penny
Road, two miles north of Murray
near Vanderbilt Chemical Plant.
A recent birth reported includes
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Larry
Brooks, Nov. 23.
Sgt. E-5 James Snyder, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Snyder, will
leave Dec. 17 for a tour of duty
with United States Army in Korea.
Fifty years ago
Recovery.Inc.,a self help organization for nervous and former
mental patients, has established a
group in Murray. Beginning Nov.
29, the group will meet each week
at Calloway County Health Center.
The Beta Club of Calloway
County High School initiated 24
new members with Dan McDaniel.
president, presiding.
Sixty years ago
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. James Holloway,
Nov. 21; a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Roy Lamberth, Nov. 27; and a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Eury Colson, Nov.
22.
E.K. (Al) Altman had been
named as head of the pharmacy
department at Houston-McDevitt
Clinic, Inc.

Little boy's exposing himself
may signal he's being abused
DEAR ABBY: I am wnting
to you in response to 'Not on
My Watch' (Sept. 19), about the
little boy who repeatedly exposes himself to other children. While
correcting this behavior to protect the other children is something the parents and other concemed adults in this child's life
be
should
doing, there
may be more
going on here
that needs to
be addressed.
Children who
been
have
of
victims
sexual abuse
can exhibit
overtly sexualized behavthat goes
ion
By Abigail
beyond typiVan Buren
cal curiosity
or age-appropriate sexual development.
There are several issues happening with this bey that bother
me. The repeated exposure of his
private pans to others is the first.
While this behavior is not unusual in young children and can be
a normal part of sexual curiosity. the compulsive continuation
and frequency of his behavior
raises red flags. He also mentioned keeping a "secret." This is
a common tool used by people
who abuse children. The manner
in which he interacted with "Not
on My Watch's" daughter sounds
a lot like an interaction between
an adult abuser and a child -something he may have been mimicking.
Young children who are sexually abused may not have the
developmental or verbal capabilities to disclose what is happening. Often it is through behavioral or emotional signs that we
discover the abuse.
While it is important to protect the children this boy interacts with, the more appropriate

response to this situation would
be to calmly explain to him why
his behavior is inappropnate, along
with a discussion to find out if
he has witnessed this behavior in
others or if he has "secrets' with
anyone
If he discloses something during the discussion, it should be
immediately reported to the local
child protective services and/or
police. And if his behavior continues, it would be best to seek
professional intervention. -- JUDY
AT CHILD ADVOCACY CENTER
DEAR JUDY: Your letter
echoes the sentiments of the majority of responses I received about
5-year-old "Billy." Thank you for
articulating it so clearly. Read
on:
DEAR ABBY: My wife witnessed a similar scenario last year
dunng a play date. A 4-year-old
girl was observed putting her
hands down the pants of boys
her age. Initially we thought it
was normal curiosity; then we
suspected she might be a victim.
The authorities investigated, and
it turned out that her male teenage
cousin had been abusing her. -CONCERNED DAD
DEAR ABBY: I am a psychiatric nurse who works with children who have suffered various
types of abuse. This kind of repeated behavior is a big indication
that Billy is being sexually abused
himself.
The fact that he wants to keep
it "secret" indicates that it is a
learned behavior. That his parents
are "burying their heads in the
sand" may indicate that they know
about the abuse or are the abusers
themselves.
That boy should be taken to
see a doctor for a full evaluation, and a call to social services is in order. The call can be
anonymous. It is better to be safe
than sorry in this case. -- NURSE
WHO CARES IN OHIO

E3

ington, D.C.
In 1939, the play "Key Largo,"
by Maxwell Anderson. opened at
the Ethel Barrymore Theater in
New York,
In 1962,. the first Boeing 727
was rolled out at the company's
Renton Plant.
In 1970, Pope Paul VI, visiting the Philippines, was slightly
wounded at the Manila ailt by
a dagger-wielding Boliviarnter
disguised as a priest.
In 1973, the Senate voted 923 to confirm Gerald R. Ford as
vice president, succeeding Spiro

T. Agnew. who'd resigned.
In 1978, San Francisco Mayor
George Moscone (mahs-KOH'nee) and City Supervisor Harvey
Milk, a gay-rights activist, were
shot to death inside City Hall by
former supervisor Dan White.
In 1983, 181 people were killed
when a Colombian Avianca Airlines Boeing 747 crashed near
Madrid's Barajas airport.
In 1989, a bomb blamed on
drug traffickers destroyed a Colombian Avianca Boeing 727, killing
all 107 people on board and three
people on the ground.
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DEAR DOCTOR K: I recently had an angiogram, and during the procedure the doctor found
a blockage. He performed an
angioplasty and placed a stent.
He said my angina should go away,
and it has, but I really don't
understand what he did. Can you
explain it?
DEAR READER: In yesterday's column
I discussed
coronary
angiography.
That diagnostic test allows
to
doctors
detect blockfrom
ages
of
plaques
atherosclerosis in arteries
that supply
By
blood to your
heart. As in
Dr. Anthony
your case, if
Komaroff
a doctor finds
a blockage during an angiography, he or she may perform an
angioplasty and place a stent to
open up the blockage. (These
procedures are often performed
immediately after a heart attack,)
As we described yesterday, to
do the angiogram your doctor
pushed a soft tube (a catheter)
from an artery in your leg or
arm up to your heart. Squirting
dye through the catheter into the
arteries of the heart revealed at
least one blockage. Your doctor
decided there was a good chance
the blockage could be opened by
an angioplasty, using the catheter.
(Not all blockages can be reached
or safely opened by a catheter.)
Here's how an angioplasty
works: Inside the catheter used
to perform the angiogram is a
thinner catheter that has an inflatable balloon near its tip. And inside
that catheter is an even thinner
wire with a soft tip.
The doctor watches an X-ray
machine that shows where the

Dr. Komaroff

tip of the wire is. Once the
catheter reaches the heart, the
doctor guides the wire down the
artery until the wire tip is beyond
the blockage.
Once the wire has crossed the
blockage, the doctor slides the
catheter with the little =inflated balloon at its tip down the
wire until the balloon is right
where the blockage is. Then the
physician inflates the balloon. This
cracks and compresses the plaque,
squashing it against the wall of
the artery and making the inside
of the artery wider. As a result,
blood flows through the area
more easily. (I've put a video
with an animation describing
angioplasty on my websitc,
A skDoctorK.com.)
Doctors' early experience with
angioplasty found that the widening of an artery was often temporary. A few months later, the
artery was blocked again. That
led to the development of stents.
Stents are amazing little
devices. The tubes start with a
very narrow center that just fits
over the uninflated balloon. When
the balloon is inflated at the
blockage, the scent also expands.
It stays expanded, keeping the
plaque squashed against the wall
of the artery, allowing good blood
flow through the artery. The doctor withdraws the catheter and
the deflated balloon, but leaves
the expanded stent in place. Most
stents are coated with a drug that
helps to prevent renarrowing of
the artery.
You say you're feeling better.
But don't get complacent. Make
sure to eat healthfully, exercise
regularly and take medications
as prescribed.
(Dr. Komaroff is a physician
and professor at Harvard Medical School. To send questions,
go to AskDoctorK.com, or write:
Ask Doctor K, 10 Shattuck St.,
Second Floor, Boston, MA
02115.)

Flints From Heloise

Today In History
By the Associated Press
Today is Tuesday, Nov. 27, the
332nd day of 2012. There are 34
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Nov. 27.1942,during World
War II, the Vichy French navy at
Toulon (too-LOHN') scuttled its
ships and submarines to keep them
out of the hands of German troops.
On this date:
In 1839, the American Statistical Associatipn was founded in
Boston.
In 1901, the U.S. Army War
College was established in Wash-

Angioplasty combined with
stent ensures better blood flow
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CLEANING
AFTER A
MAJOR
DISASTER
Dear
Readers:
HURRICANE
SANDY has
affected so
many lives!
My readers
are
still cleaning up kind dealing
with the aftermath. Here is a
short list ofsome must-have items
to use (safely) to clean up after
any major disaster, including
flood, fire, water damage, etc.
Please know I am here to help
you! So, give these Heloise Hints
a try, and I dearly hope they
do help you.
Also, you can visit my website, www.Heloise.com, for more
hints using products you can find
at the grocery store that usually are inexpensive.
Chlorine bleach kills mold
and mildew. Please be sure to
read the label on the container.
In this case, more or a stronger
solution is NOT necessarily better. The right diluted solution
(do not use full strength!) is
your best option. Oxygen bleach,

erobably

which is a form of hydrogen
peroxide, also works well to kill
germs.
Hydrogen peroxide is a super
agent to kill bacteria, so stock
up on a bottle or two.
Vinegar, my favorite product,
can be used full strength to kill
many types of germs. I always
have a gallon or two on hand!
Either apple-cider or white distilled vinegar will do the job of
cleaning, deodorizing and freshening up. Put a cup of baking
soda down a smelly drain, then
pour in a cup or so of vinegar.
Watch it bubble, and you can
hear it working! Wait five to 10
minutes, then follow with about
30 seconds of hot water. No
more stinky drain!!
Ifyou have some hints to share,
I'd love to collect them and print
(hem here in my column so others can learn. — Your friend,
Heloise
SHELF LINERS
Dear Moist: I purchased several inexpensive, flannel-backed
tablecloths to use as shelf liners. They are easy to cut to size,
the flannel "grips" the dense particleboard of the shelf, and the
plastic top is easy to wipe clean.
They come in both solid colors

and cheerful patterns. — Laura
Hunt, Lincoln, R.I.
HANDY DENTURE TABLETS
Dear Heloise: Denture tablets
remove coffee stains from stainless steel. Fill a thermos with
hot water and drop in a few
denture tablets (depending on the
thermos size). Let sit overnight.
The stains disappear. — Julie in
Houston
You also can use baking soda,
which is one of my all-time
favorite cleaners. Why? Because
it is cheap, it's usually on your
pantry shelf, and it is Earthfriendly. You can save lots of
money by using baking soda in
a multitude of ways around your
home. Don't know how? Well,
all you have to do is send $5
and a long, self-addressed,
stamped (65 cents) envelope to:
Heloise/Baking Soda, P.O. Box
795001, San Antonio, TX 782795001. Sprinkle some baking soda
on a damp sponge and use it
to "scrub" and clean your kitchen
sink. It will be odor-free and
sparkling, and the baking soda,
when wet, won't scratch a porcelain sink or bathtub. — Heloise
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PREP GIRLS BASEKBALL: MURRAY HIGH 73, REIDLAND 18

By JACK KEES
Assistant Sports Editor
Janssen Starks began her senior
season exactly like she was supposed
to, with a dominating performance that
will set the tone for the next three
months of competition in a tough First
Region.
Starks led the Lady Tigers in a
blowout, 73-18 win that was more like
an exhibition charity game than a season opener. The team's lone returning
senior from last season filled the stat
line with 29 points, five assists and
four steals, as well as a 71 percent
shooting clip from the field (10-14), as
well as five threes on seven attempts,
and 4-4 from the stripe.
Murray High head coach Rechelle
Turner said the game Was what the
team wanted to do.
"We got off to a great start, we used
our defense to create offense early,"
she said. "We really got into a rhythm
and Janssen made some shots early,
Kalai (Trice) made some shots early,
and our bigs ran the floor great and did
a good job of finishing in transition.
"I just thought everybody made a
positive contribution."
The game was out of hand early on,
as the Lady Tigers followed Starks'
lead from the get-go. The senior
scored the first five points of the season, with a two- and three-poktter;and
keyed the Tigers to a 19'-2'tint before
ending the first quarter ahead 29-7.
Starks showed the crowd she meant
business early in the second quarter,
when she dropped a perfect shot in the
net from behind what would be the
men's college three-point line. The
ladies poured it on from there and took
a 46-11 lead into the break.
After the intermission, Starks

showed more of the same, scoring the
first five points of the half, and just
holding on until the running clock
finally ran Out.
The game wasn't all about Starks,
she just had the most points, the other
four starters, Trice, juniors Julie
Thiede and Hannah Clark, and seventh-grader Macey Turley, had strong
nights as well.
Clark was second in scoring with
12 points, Trice added nine, and
Thiede and Turley had six apiece.
Thiede also pulled down seven
rebounds and was part of a committee
that blocked six shots, while the
youngster Turley learned a lot about
the game that she couldn't learn in
practice.
"I think it is a great opportunity for
Macey to be under the tutelage of
Janssen this year," Turner said."We've
already seen the progress that Macey
has made, not only from playing with
Janssen, but playing against Janssen,
we put them against each other a lot in
practice, and it gives Macey an opportunity to learn from her,
"I'll tell you what, Macey is a very
talented player in her own right, you
wouldn't know that she is a seventhgrader by the way she composes herself. She has great skill, but she also
has a great head on her shoulders and
she is a ball player, she doesn't let anything get to her." .
Turner said she isn't starting a new
trend by playing a younger player, as
she has done so whenever they have
been ready in the past.
"Anybody that has followed us over
the past few years knows that it is not
uncommon for us to play young kids,
she is one of several that we have
played over the years. I don't care
what grade.or what age they are, if
they can get the job done, and shrew
proved throughout the preseason and
the scrimmages that she was ready."
Turner said Starks is a special player that every coach wants to have on
their team, and with the history of
great players to come from the region
and even County, she still sticks out as
one who could be the best.
IN See LADY TIGERS, 10A

Lady Racers
complete
MSU sweep
of Lipscomb
ROBINSON'S
SECOND
DOUBLE-DOUBLE
HELPS TEAM
WIN AT HOME

KYSER LOUGH / Ledger 8. Times
Murray High's Janssen Starks goes to the rim during the second half of
Monday's season-opening blowout over Reidland. She scored 29 points.

COLLEGE BASEKBALL: MURRAY STATE 88, LIPSCOMB 79

Racers survive Lipscomb's best effort

Features Syn-

DANIEL, CANAAN
LEAD RACERS TO
WIN DESPITE SLOW
START IN
NASHVILLE

A

RICKY MARTIN / Ledger & Times
Murray State's Ed Daniel prepares to do something amazing, as he had a
Career night In Nashville on Monday with 20 points and 18 rebounds.

WOMEN'S COLLEGE
BASKTEBALL
MSU 63, LIP. 55

By RICKY MARTIN
Sports Editor
NASHVILLE, Tenn. -- It wasn't a
pretty win for Murray State on
Monday night, but Isaiah Canaan and
Ed Daniel sure were.
Canaan scored a season-high 32
points, while Daniel added 20 points
and a career-high 18 rebounds, as the
Racers outlasted a pesky Lipscomb
club 88-79 on the road in Nashville.
Canaan, a senior from Biloxi, Miss.
and preseason AP All-American,
added six rebounds and four assists in
the win, finishing 6-for-11 from threepoint range. Daniel, an All-OVC forward in his own right, also had five
blocks and three assists, as the Racers
will now get a seven-day break before
returning to action next Tuesday
against Bethel.
"Glad to win," Murray State Head
Coach Steve Prohm said afterwards.
"Anytime you can win, I tell our guys,
that's a good thing. Credit Lipscomb, I
thought they played well, especially
on the offensive end, they made some
shots. The biggest thing right now, is
we just have to get some rest. We've
played five games in 10 or 11 days,
and so we really need this week."
Monday's game marked the second
in three nights that the Racers couldn't
pull away from their opponent, as
Murray State struggled in the second
half against Old Dominion at home on
Saturday night. eventually pulling out
a 79-72 win.
The difference from Saturday to
Monday night, however, was senior

guard Stacy Wilson. The, Mullns, S.C.
native had 21 points and six rebounds
against the Bison, this after a lacklusperformance
ter
against
Old
Dominion. With Wilson joining
Canaan and Daniel, Monday night
marked the first time a trio of Racers
have eclipsed 20 points each since
Feb. 6, 1997, when DT Mays, Vincent
Rainey and Chad Townsend accomplished the feat against Southeast
Missouri State.
Prohm doesn't necessarily see that
statistic as a good thing, though.
"We have to get better production
out of our bench," he said. "Some of
that is on me, I just have to learn to
trust those six freshman to go out and
make plays, but it's just so hard sometimes. You have guys that are proven
that you know can go out and get the
job done, and so sometimes it's hard to
take them out."
The Racers (5-1) entered Monday's
tilt with a boatload of nagging injuries,
something Prohm said contributed to
his starters carrying a majority of the
load.
Zay Henderson was the only nonstarter to score, pitching in two points
in his 11 minutes. Jeffery Moss, the
Racers sixth-man, was limited again
with an ankle injury, one the freshman
suffered against St. John's in the semifinals of the Charleston Classic.
Prohm said Daniel, Wilson and
Dexter Fields are battling injuries, and
a week away will provide Murray
State with an opportunity it hasn't had
very often this season.
"This week is going to give us a
chance to get Murray State better,"
Prohm said. "We have been preparing
for teams so much lately, this is a week
we can go out and improve ourselves
in certain areas. That's going to be
pretty important for us. 1 think."
The Racers had 14 turnovers and
three players with at least four fouls
against the Bison, areas that allowed
•See RACERS, 10A

From MSU Addetics
A season-low seven turnovers
and the second double-double of
the year from senior Mariah
Robinson helped the Murray
State women's basketball team
record its third straight win at the
CFSB Center on Monday night, a
63-55 victory over Lipscomb.
The Racers (3-3) shot a season-low 22.2 percent in the first
half, including a 17.6 percent performance from 3-point range and
a 55.6 percent performance from
the free throw the line. The poor
shooting, coupled with Lipscomb
(0-4) outrebounding MSU in the
opening stanza, led to Murray
State trailing 26-24 at the break.
However, in the second half,
the Racers caught fire and
Robinson kicked it off by nailing
back-to-back 3 pointers. Murray
State shot 33.3 percent from the
floor in the second half to finish at
27 percent. The Racers closed
out the game by outscoring the
Lady Bisons 17-8 in the final five
minutes, to capture the 63-55
win.
Through the rebounding in the
game was tied, a key factor that
led to the win was the plus-10
margin Murray State enjoyed on
the offensive boards. The Racers
also got to the free throw line 25
times in the second half, compared to just nine in the first, and
made 19 of the attempts to finish
the game with a 70.6 percentage.
Robinson scored 15 points and
tallied 11 rebounds to notch her
second double-double of the season, while junior Erica Burgess
led all scorers with 18 points to
go along with eight rebounds of
her own. Senior Kyra Watson
was also just short of a doubledouble, as she had 10 points and
nine rebounds. Of Watson's nine
rebounds, eight came on the
offensive glass.
The Racers will return to The
Bank on Thursday night to host
Ball State at 7 p.m.

PREP BOYS
BASKETBALL:
MHS 50, RHS 47

Tigers pick
up close
win to start
season
f3y MCK KEES
Assistant Sports Editor
Winning close games is something Murray High boys basketball head coach Joey Adair is not
too familiar with, but the Tigers
may have turned the page last
night, as they held on late in their
season-opener to pull off a 50-47
win over Reidland at Tiger Gym.
The Tigers got the game started with a 13-0 run over the first
5:30 of the game, but allowed the
Greyhounds to fight back to within five points with an 8-0 run of
their own over the last 2:30 of the
first quarter, which would set the
story on how the game would go
for the rest of the night.
The second quarter went just
like the first, with the Tigers taking a 22-10 lead, before letting
Reidland right back in it with a
10-3 run to end the half with the
score 25-20.
Adair said the team went from
good to sloppy at times, but over-
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•Tigers ...
From Page 9A
all it was where he expected them
to be.
"I thought our guys competed
really hard on the defensive end,"
he said,"We had some lapses, but I
thought they did an outstanding
lob."
After the break, the game
looked like the Tigers were going
to finally pull away, as they took
off with another run, this one 7-2,
and ended the period with the score
43-32, and all the momentum in
their favor.
The bad thing about momentum, is that is can jump ship and go
the other direction in a heartbeat,
which is exactly what happened in
the fourth quarter, where the game
went from an easy win for the
Tigers to a gut-it-out dog fight that
saw the team trail for a small part
of the game.
Adam Stubblefield opened the
final stanza with a bucket to stretch
the Tiger lead to 13, but a string of
12 straight points brought the visitors to within one, and they tied it
up with a free throw at 45 each.
Reidland took the lead for the first
and only time at 47-45, but freshman James Boone drove to the
hoop and hit a bucket and was

fouled, where he converted the
three-point play, and gave the
Tigers the lead, and the ability to
run out the clock for the win.
Coming out of a timeout, Boone
had the ball knocked away, and
gave up a turnover when it traveled
out of bounds, but when the
Greyhounds tried to take the lead
by driving for the layup, SefliOr
Logan Foster got in the way and
was fouled, where he hit both free
throws to make it 50-47. A last
ditch three point shot by Reidland
fell short of the rim as the clock
expired, and gave the Tigers the
season-opening win.
Adair said the Greyhounds were
able to force the Tigers into a slower pace of play, which gave them
some trouble, but when they forced
the game to go at their own pace,
they were better off.
"The two times that they came
back, it was because they slowed it
down," he said,"instead of playing
our speed, we played their speed,
which isn't a good thing.
"So we need to be more mature
with understanding how to close
things out, a couple of times we let
them off the mat, which could have
hurt us, we lost seven or eight of
these close games last year."
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Haverstock Insurance Agency
Nobody can protect your AUTO
any better than we can'
211 S 12th St • Murray. KY • 753-3415

National Football League
Week 12
Thursday's Germs
Houston 34. Detroit 31, OT
Washington 38. Dallas 31
New England 49. NY Jets 19
Sunday's Games
Denver 17 Kansas City 9
Chicago 28. Minnesota 10
Cricrinat 34, Oakland 10
Cleveland 20, Pittsburgh 14
Indianapolis 20, Buffalo 13
Jacksonville 24, Tennessee 19
Atlanta 24, Tampa Bay 23
Miami 24. Seattle 21
Baltimore 16, San Diego 13, OT
St Louis 31. Arizona 17
San Francesco 31 New Orleans 21
NY Giants 38 Green Bay 10
Monday's Game
Carolina 30 PNlacielphia 22

KYSER LOUGH / Ledger & Times
James Boone goes up for the layup over a Reidland player In the
team's season-opning win. Boone led the team with 16 points.

•Racers ...
From Page 9A
Lipscomb to remain in the
game late.
Khion Sankey tipped in an
offensive rebound with three
seconds left to play in the first
half, pushing Lipscomb into
the locker room with a 40-39

•Lady Tigers
lead after trailing for most of
the night. The Bison would
carry that momentum over into
the second frame, taking a 4641 lead with 18:17 left to play.
Daniel knocked in a free
throw with 17:36 left to play,
then Canaan got to the rim for a

layup seconds later. On the
next Racer possession, Canaan
knocked down one of his six
three-pointers, pushing Murray
State in front 47-46. The
Racers wouldn't give up the
lead

again, but

Lipscomb

would certainly challenge for
it.
Lipscomb (2-3) cut the
Murray State lead down to two
on three separate occasions
prior to the 8:07 mark, but a
Daniel layup and a pair of
Canaan free throws extended
Murray State's lead and helped
the Racers hold on for the win.
Fields added 10 points as
the fourth Racer in double-figures on Monday night, and
Brandon Garrett finished with
three

points

and

three

rebounds.

From Page 9A
"What makes Janssen so
special is that she's not only
able to get her own points, but
she is able to make every one
around her better," she said.
"She creates opportunities for
other people to score. Her leadership to the younger people
really is inspirational to them,
and they look up to her and
want to play hard for her. I
think-the key to being a leader
is to have the respect of everyone around you, and she does
that.
The Lady Tigers will have
the week to practice, but will
have to be ready to go on
Friday, as they will welcome in
the defending Second Region
champion Hopkinsville Lady
Tigers, in a game that will be
one of the toughest of the nondistrict season.
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Indiana is still No. 1 in The
Associated Press' college basketball poll. The holiday weekend tournaments caused a lot of
change below.
Duke moved up to take
Louisville's old spot at No. 2
after beating the Cardinals in the
championship game of the
Battle 4 Atlantis. Michigan
moved up one place to third.
There were four newcomers
to the Top 25 on Monday, all
ranked in the last five:
Georgetown, Minnesota, Illinois
and New Mexico.
Indiana received 47 firstplace votes from the 65-member

national media panel, 29 more
than Duke, which jumped three
places.
Ohio
State, Louisville,
Syracuse, Florida, Kentucky,
Arizona and Kansas round out
the Top 10.
The teams that dropped out
were UCLA, which was 11th,
and Memphis, both of which
lost two games last week.
Connecticut and Baylor fell out
after losing once.
The Murray State Racers
picked up five votes this week
after a wins over Old Dominion
on Saturday.

continue to put in work on the
week, citing Lipscomb's 79
points as too many, even
though the Racers held the
Bison to just 39 percent shooting from the field.
"We play so fast, sometimes
teams are going to get some
chances against us," Prohm
RICKY MARTIN / Ledger & Times
Racer senior Isaiah Canaan passes the ball while Steve
Prohm looks on during the team's win over Lipscomb.

said, "but we have to do a better job of not giving up those
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AP Top 25
Record Pts Pry
1 Indiana (47)
6-01.606 1
6-01.554 5
2 Duke (18)
5-01,421 4
Michigan
3
4-01,416 3
4 Ohio St
5-11,347 2
5 Louisville
4-01,323 6
6 Syracuse
5-01,227 7
7 Flonda
4-11,180 8
8 Kentucky
3-01,076 10
9 Arizona
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10 Kansas
6-0 926 14
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14 North Carolina 5-1 718 9
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16 WS-50*in
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18 NC State
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19 Colorado
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20 Georgetown
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24 UNLV
6-0 141
25 New Mexico
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Whitney Kubach is completing her Doctor of
Audiology degree at The University of
Louisville. She is originally from western
Kentucky, and is a graduate of Webster
County High School. Miss Kubach looks
forward to getting to know our patients and
providing the exceptional care you've
come to expect from Audiology &
Hearing Center. Stop in and meet
Whitney in person!
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WOOD Electronics Inc.
403 Maple St(On the court square)

Murray, KY
Mao & Jerk Wood, Owners

For your convenience,call us toll free at:

888.717.0030

270-753-0530
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